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Problem
Development of critical thinking skills is commonly accepted 
as a desirable outcome of secondary education. The Seventh-day 
Adventist Church has also accepted this as one of the goals for its 
educational system. It was the purpose of the present study to com­
pare critical thinking skills developed in Seventh-day Adventist 
young people in Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies. Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies, and public high schools. Since earlier 
studies have shown critical thinking to be negatively correlated 
with dogmatism and positively correlated with intelligence, both
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dogmatism and intelligence were included as variables in the study.
Method
Three hundred and twelve subjects were chosen by a strati­
fied random method from among all Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen in attendance at any of three Seventh—day Adventist insti­
tutions of higher learning during the fall of 1977. In order to 
qualify for the study, subjects had to have attended one type of 
secondary school for at least three years and have graduated from 
secondary school in 1977. Each subject was asked to fill in the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale and to take the iJatson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal. American College Testing Program scores were 
gleaned from school records to serve as an indication of intelli­
gence. Si:-:ty-six percent (207) of the stratified random sample 
selected for the study actually completed both instruments. Two 
statistical methods were used in analyzing the data. The Mann- 
Whitney U test was used to test hypotheses dealing with differences 
between subject groups. The Kendall rank correlation coefficient 
(tau) was used to test hypotheses dealing with relationships between 
variables.
Results
None of the between-group comparisons of critical thinking, 
dogmatism, or American College Testing Program scores were sta­
tistically significant. Analysis of relationships between critical 
thinking scores and dogmatism scores yielded statistically signifi­
cant negative correlations for two of the three groups tested:
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Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public high schools (tau = -.19, 
significant at the .01 level) and Seventh—day Adventist graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies (tau = -.17, significant at the 
.05 level). The correlation (tau) for Seventh-day Adventist gradu­
ates of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies was -.01, with an 
associated probability of .44.
Correlations between critical thinking scores and American 
College Testing Program scores for all three groups yielded positive 
results, significant at the ,001 level. Correlations range from .52 
for Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day 
academies through .54 for Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies to .61 for Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of public high schools.
Conclusions
The findings of this study do not suggest that Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of any of the three types of secondary school 
studied are either more or less skilled in critical thinking chan 
their counterparts from the other types of schools. Similarly, the 
study does not provide support for any conclusions that graduates 
of one type of secondary school are either more or less dogmatic or 
score higher or lower on the American College Testing Program tests 
than do graduates of either of the other two types of secondary 
schools studied.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tend to reason by analogy and illogic, and who do not con­
sciously cultivate critical thinking within their pupils. 
There are examinations which primarily test memory rather 
than power of judgment and interpretation. There are widely 
heterogeneous classes and too large classes. (p. 234)
Statement of the Problem 
It is possible that teaching practices currently in vogue 
may actually inhibit development of critical chinking skills. Thus, 
there may be a conflict between the stated purposes of education and 
the manner in which instruction is carried out. If development of 
critical thinking is truly an objective of Seventh-day Adventist 
education, it is important to measure che extent to which this 
objective is being reached. The problem which this study seeks to 
address is chat of evaluating critical thinking skills developed in 
Seventh-day Adventist students in three types of secondary schools.
The remainder of this chapter will outline che purpose and 
significance of this study, state the research hypotheses, define 
major terms, set forth delimitations and point out basic underlying 
assumptions.
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the critical think­
ing skills of Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen, using scores 
on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal to compare those 
who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies. 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies, and public high schools. Since 
a search of the literature has indicated that critical thinking is 
associated with high intelligence and low dogmatism, these
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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factors were also included in Che study.
Significance of the Study 
According to Philosophy and Objectives of Seventh-dav 
Adventist Education (1953) , the Seventh-day Adventist Church has 
historically maintained a separate school system "to insure that its 
youth may receive a balanced religious, intellectual, vocational, 
social and physical education. . (p. 1). In gathering informa­
tion about the effects of three different forms of secondary educa­
tion on the development of critical thinking skills in Seventh-day 
Adventist secondary school students, the present study provides 
evidence regarding the quality of one phase of intellectual develop­
ment fostered by Seventh—day Adventist secondary schools as compared 
with that fostered by public secondary schools. Skill in critical 
thinking is the specific facet of intellectual development which is 
the major focus of this study.
Hypotheses
The underlying hypothesis of this study is that there is a 
difference in the degree to which critical thinking is developed in 
various types of secondary schools. The review of che literature, 
found in chapter II, indicates that development of critical thinking 
skills can be improved by teaching. Since the purpose of this study 
is to examine the critical thinking skills of Seventh-day Adventist 
young people, t‘ie following research hypotheses were developed in 
order to compare critical thinking skills demonstrated by Seventh- 
day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Seventh-day Adventist day academies, and public high schools.
Major Hypotheses
The major hypotheses are designed to compare critical think­
ing skills demonstrated by Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen 
graduated from three types of secondary schools. These hypotheses 
are designated by a number beginning with WG, indicating data 
obtained through use of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Apprai­
sal.
WG—1. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned 
fay Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
WG—2. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned by 
Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day academies.
WG-3, There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned by 
Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies and those of Seventh-day Adventist col­
lege freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
WG—4. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from
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Seventh— day Adventist academies and Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen v/ho graduated from public high schools.
Supplementary Hypotheses
Earlier studies cited in the review of che literature sug­
gest that skill in critical thinking is most strongly associated 
with high intelligence and low dogmatism. It was, therefore, 
decided to sec up the following supplementary hypotheses in order Co 
compare Che intelligence and dogmatism of the three groups studied 
as well as to examine the correlations between critical thinking 




Hypotheses dealing with comparisons of dogmatism are 
designated by a number beginning with RD, indicating data obtained 
through use of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
RD-1. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained fay Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist 
boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who 
graduated from public high schools.
RD-2. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who 
graduated from Seventh—day Adventist day academies.
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RD-3. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist 
day academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who 
graduated from public high schools.
RD—4. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist 
academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated 
from public high schools.
Supplementary hypotheses relative 
to intelligence
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons of intelligence are 
designated by a number beginning with aCT, indicating data obtained 
through use of American College Testing Program (ACT) scores.
ACT-1. There is a statistically significant difference 
between the American College Testing Program scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh—day Adventist college 
freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
ACT-2. There is a statistically significant difference be­
tween the American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh- 
day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies and Seventh—day Adventist college fresh­
men who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist day academies.
ACT-3. There is a statistically significant difference
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t h i  n n i n g  i:u r  m a  t i  ci
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k'C/llii 3. rhcre is a statistically significant relationship
between Ivat:to, -Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and kokcacti 
Dogmatism S e a 'c scores earned by Seventh-dav Adventist college
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freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
WG/RD-4. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Alpraisal scores and Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist academies.
WG/RD-5. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh—day Adventist college 
freshmen.
Supplementary hypotheses relative 
to relationships between critical 
thinking and intelligence
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons between critical think­
ing skills and intelligence are designated by a number beginning 
with WG/ACT, indicating data obtained through use of Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and American College Testing 
Program scores.
WG/ACT-1. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Ameri­
can College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist boarding 
academies.
WG/ACT-2. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh—day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
day academies.
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WG/ACT-3. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh—day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
WG/ACT-4. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh—day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
academies.
WG/ACT— 3. There is a statistically significant relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh—day 
Adventist college freshmen.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are central to this study and are 
intended to convey the meanings given below.
Critical thinking refers to the ability to discriminate 
among degrees of truth, falsity, or probability of inferences drawn: 
from given facts or data; recognize unstated assumptions in given 
assertions or propositions; reason from given premises and recognize 
logical implication; weigh evidence and discriminate among degrees 
of probable inference; and discriminate between strong and weak, 
important and irrelevant arguments.
Dogmatism means inability to evaluate information received 
from outside in terms of its own merit without yielding to irrele­
vant internal or external pressures. Irrelevant internal pressures
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may include, but are not limited to, such things as habits, beliefs, 
and personal needs. Irrelevant external pressures may include, but 
are not limited to, influence exerted by authority figures, either 
individual or institutional, and social or cultural norms.
A Seventh-day Adventist is defined as a student who 
responded to the questionnaire item asking religious affiliation by- 
indicating that he/she is a Seventh-day Adventist.
Seventh-dav Adventist Boarding Academy Graduate designates a 
student who reported that he/she graduated from secondary school and 
attended a Seventh-day Adventist boarding school for a minimum of 
three years of his/her secondary school education.
Seventh—day Adventist Dav Academy Graduate indicates a 
student who reported that he/she graduated from secondary school and 
attended a Seventh-day Adventist day school for a minimum of three 
years of his/her secondary school education.
A Public School Graduate is a student who reported that 
he/she graduated from secondary school and attended a public school 
for a minimum of three years of his/her secondary school education.
A student who did not spend at least three years in one 
type of secondary school was considered ineligible for inclusion in 
the study. It was not necessary, however, that all three years be 
spent in the same secondary school as long as a total of three years 
were spent in the same type of school. For example, a student who 
attended boarding academy A for one year, public school for one year 
and boarding academy B for two years would have spent a total of 
three years in a boarding academy and was, therefore, eligible to
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measures a form of critical thinking which is desirable for Seventh- 
day Adventist young people.
Outline of the Study
Chapter I has introduced the study, stated its purpose and 
significance, outlined the research hypotheses and supplementary 
hypotheses, defined significant terms, and set forth delimitations 
and basic assumptions.
Chapter II will review the literature relative to research 
on critical thinking as well as current understanding of the human 
thinking process.
Chapter II will outline the methodology of the study.
Chapter IV will report the results of the research.
Chapter V will summarize the results, draw conclusions, and 
recommend areas for further research.
Appendices and bibliography will complete this document.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
No studies were found in Che literature dealing with criti­
cal thinking in Seventh-day Adventists. Critical thinking has, 
however, been studied from several points of view. Those studies 
cited in the present chapter have been divided into three groups:
1. Studies of critical thinking in which religion was a
variable
2. Studies of critical thinking in which religion was not 
a variable
3. Studies dealing with critical thinking as an outcome of
teaching
In addition, a brief review of some of the current theories 
of human thinking processes is included in this chapter.
Studies of Critical Thinkinc jr. Which 
Religion "as a Variable
Quinn (1963) examined critical thinking and open-mindedness 
in seniors from four high schools in the New York City area: two
public schools and two Catholic schools. The Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal was used to measure critical thinking ability. 
Protestants ranked highest on the test, with Jews, parochial school 
Catholics, and public school Catholics following in that order. 
Intelligence was also compared with critical thinking by Quinn.
13
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Using analysis of covariance he found a coefficient of correlation 
of .52 between I.Q. test scores and Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal scores. A .10 coefficient of correlation was found be­
tween socio-economic status and critical thinking scores. Quinn 
also examined the relationship between the types of elementary 
school attended by subjects, tvpe of elementary school attended bv 
parents, and critical thinking ability. Mo significant relationship 
was found. He concluded that the most probable explanatory factor 
was the type of secondary school the subject attended.
In his review of the literature, Ouinn indicated that he 
found no other study of critical thinking which compared religious 
groups or public and parochial school students. A search in con­
nection with the present study revealed only two subsequent studies 
of critical thinking focusing on religion as a variable. No evi­
dence was found of any study of critical thinking among Seventh-day 
Adventists.
Haas (1963) compared the critical chinking skills of 282 
students enrolled in a Sister Formation Curriculum (a special pro­
gram designed to prepare young. Catholic, religious women for their 
apostolic vocation) with similar skills of 272 lay students.
Analysis of variance of test scores yielded non—significant ratios 
for interaction effects; therefore, the null hypotheses of no dif­
ference between sisters and lay students in critical thinking, 
flexibility of chinking, or reading ability was retained.
A study by Geckler (1965) examined dogmatism, critical 
thinking, social status, and religious affiliation of 913 tenth
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grade students in nine different high schools (four large urban, 
three small rural, one parochial, one private). Subjects were ad­
ministered the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, the Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale, Form E, and the McGuire-White Index of Value 
Orientation. I.Q.'s were obtained from school records. % e n  criti­
cal thinking scores were adjusted for verbal intelligence, no signi­
ficant differences were found attributable to social status or 
between urban and rural students. An inverse relationship was found 
between critical thinking and dogmatism and between dogmatism and 
social status. Episcopalians ranked high in social status and cri­
tical thinking and low on dogmatism. Baptists and members of the 
Church of God ranked high on dogmatism and low on social status and 
critical thinking. In light of other studies, it seems reasonable 
to suggest that the low critical thinking scores of the latter two 
groups are attributable more to high dogmatism than to low social 
status.
Studies of Critical Thinking in Which 
Religion was Mot a Variable
Kemp (1960) conducted a study in which a total of five 
hundred freshman students from colleges in Michigan and West 
Virginia were administered fifty selected items from the Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale, Form E, and a set of critical thinking problems.
The results indicated that those who scored low on dogmatism were 
superior in critical thinking to those who scored high on dogmatism.
Ninety-five male and forty—nine female student disciplinary 
offenders were compared with a group of non-offenders on several
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authoritarianism and critical Chinking. One hundred and twenty sub­
jects completed the five tests of the Watson-Glaser Critical Think­
ing Appraisal and the California F Scale. Pearson rs were computed 
between authoritarianism and Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Apprai­
sal scores. A negative r of -.322 (p < .01) was found, indicating 
that as authoritarianism increases, critical Chinking skill decreases.
In a study of fifth and twelfth grade subjects, Follman and 
Lowe (1973) found a multiple (R) between the critical thinking sub­
tests and Che language ability subtests of .98. This correlation is 
of such magnitude as to probably preclude the existence of either 
critical reading or critical thinking, independent of language 
ability.
Simon and Ward (1974J studied seventy-nine third-year British 
University students and found chat sex was related to significant 
differences in performance on two of the five subtests of the 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (Inference, and Evaluation 
of Arguments). Overall, in terms of total score, males were signi­
ficantly superior to females.
Hoogstraten and Christians (19 75) used ninety-seven male and 
ninety-two female first-year psychology student volunteers in a 
study of the relationship of scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal to sex and four selected personality measures.
The investigation was conducted in the Netherlands, using the Dutch 
version of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. No sta­
tistically significant differences were found between males and 
females. It was also concluded that performance on the Watson-Glaser
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Critical Thinking Appraisal is independent of introversion- 
extroversion, neurotocism, and rigidity.
In a study of critical thinking among parents and adolescent 
children from predominantly white, middle-class, academically suc­
cessful, intact families, Gurfein (1977) found significant relation­
ships between critical chinking levels of parents and children. Mo 
significant differences were found between Che amount of critical 
thinking exhibited by males and females.
Studies Dealing with Critical Thinking 
as an Outcome of Teaching
Can critical thinking skills be enhanced through teaching? 
Several studies have dealt with this question.
Henderson (1958) used as subjects 1,500 students in English, 
geometry, science, and social studies classes, grades nine through 
twelve. Caught by thirty-six different teachers. An experimental 
group was taught specifically to improve critical thinking. The 
difference between the mean gain in score on the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal for the two groups from September to 
June was significant at the .05 level in favor of the experimental 
group.
Duckworth (1968) studied the effect of instruction in general 
semantics on the critical thinking of tenth and eleventh grade stu­
dents. It was his conclusion that the teacher, rather than the 
course material, is an important factor in influencing the improve­
ment of critical thinking on the part of tenth and eleventh graders.
Frank (1969) designed a high school speech program which
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emphasized critical chinking skills. One hundred and three students 
were enrolled in experimental classes, while 103 enrolled in regular 
classes. Five different teachers participated in the study, with 
each teacher conducting one experimental class and one control 
class. At the conclusion of the course, the experimental groups 
taught fay all teachers scored significantly higher on the Watson- 
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. Students were tested again 
three months after the completion of the course. The improvement in 
scores was found to persist. Frank concluded that "The particular 
teacher involved did not influence the effectiveness of the experi­
mental course" (p. 301).
Poel (1970) studied one thousand physics students from 
twenty-seven different high schools. He concluded that development 
of critical thinking skills is related to teacher-pupil interactions 
that increase the student's potential for actively ptrticipating in 
the teaching/learning process.
One hundred and ninety-three freshman students in a required 
natural science course at St. Andrews College were studied by 
Skinner and Houshell (1972). Experimental and control groups were 
set up. On the pre-test using the Watson-Glaser Critica] Thinking 
Appraisal, the two groups were found not to differ on critical 
thinking. The experimental group was divided into eight groups 
stratified fay sex, major, pre-attitude Coward natural science, 
verbal aptitude scores, math aptitude scores, prior physics train­
ing, prior chemistry training, and prior math training. The control 
group consisted of twenty-six freshmen not enrolled in the natural
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science course. At the conclusion of the experiment, which ran for 
three months, neither the experimental nor the control group, nor 
any subgroup, showed significant increase in critical thinking 
ability.
Seymour and Sutman (1973) studied chemistry and nonchemistry 
students in public high schools in Philadelphia using the Watson- 
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. It was their conclusion that 
instruction in chemistry tended to improve critical thinking.
Newton (1977) studied development of critical thinking skills 
in eleventh and twelfth grade students through use of higher cognitive 
questioning. Students whose instruction emphasized higher cognitive 
questioning showed a statistically significant gain in critical 
thinking scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. 
Those whose instruction did not emphasize higher cognitive question­
ing showed no statistically significant gain.
Current Theories of Human Thinking Processes
In an attempt to gain an understanding of current theories 
of the human thinking process, a review of the literature in the 
area of cognitive psychology was undertaken.
Estes (1975) has described the state of the discipline of
cognitive psychology in graphic terms:
. . . Viewed from the outside, perhaps the most salient 
features of present-day cognitive psychology are, on the 
one hand, the volume and heterogeneity of research, and on 
the other, the absence of any semblance of plan or order.
Trying to read through any year's volumes of research 
articles is much like walking through a field which has 
been sown by mixing all varieties of seed, from asters to 
zinnias and alfalfa to wheat, and scattering them at ran­
dom. Innumerable small plots are cultivated industriously
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but autonomously, today's harvest in any one yielding the 
germ of the next, except perhaps for haphazard wind-blown 
inputs from neighbors.
This appearance in a way is deceptive. Behind the noisy 
surface of research output there is actually a substantial 
measure of plan and order. The order exists, however, not 
in the activity nor in the products themselves, but only in 
the mind of the scientifically trained observer who posseses 
the key to the system. The kev is theory. The organizing 
influence of ideas, concepts, and attitudes generates 
gradients of subordination, makes it possible to retrieve 
from diverse sources the information required to solve a 
problem. Thus, to understand cognitive psychology, one 
must understand its theories. (p. 3. Italics mine.)
Following Estes' lead a survey was made of several develop­
ments in cognitive psychology. Current theories are concerned with 
basic human cognitive processes such as memory, retrieval, and 
various types of problem solving; however, no evidence was found 
chat anyone has yet attacked the problem of developing a theoretical 
framework to explain the nature of the critical thinking processes. 
Computer simulation of cognition may. at the present, offer the best 
hope of the development of such a framework.
Chase (1978) uses an information processing point of view to 
focus on elementary information processes including verification and 
searching semantic memory. He sees verification as a four-stage 
additive process in which the individual first encodes the original 
material, then encodes the material to be verified, compares the 
two, and finally generates a true-false response.
Chase also uses the concept of searching semantic memory to 
explain comprehension. He postulates that information is stored 
hierarchically in a semantic network. Word concepts are stored at 
various nodes, or intersections, in this network. Associations 
serve as connections between nodes. Comprehension is assumed to
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involve finding a pach, or association, between two nodes. Compre­
hension of virtually every statement not involving a particular fact 
requires an inference. The basic process underlying inference is a 
memory search through the nodes in semantic memory; however, this 
model is net specific about the search process; for example, it does 
not answer the question as to whether the search proceeds from sub­
ject noun to predicate noun or vice versa or in both directions 
simultaneously. According to Chase’s model, one way false sentences 
are recognized is by locating negative information or a counter­
example in the semantic memory.
Creeno (1978) has proposed a typology of problems:
1. Problems of inducing structure in which the main task is 
to identify patterns of relationships among given elements. Solu­
tion of such problems requires ability to comprehend relationships 
and generate representations of relational patterns.
2. Problems of transformation in which the task is to find 
a sequence of desired operations that transform the initial situa­
tion into the desired (or goal) situation. These problems require 
planning by mean-ends analysis (knowing which goals various opera­
tors satisfy).
3. Problems of arrangement in which the task is to arrange 
elements in a way that satisfies some criteria. To solve these 
problems it is necessary to have the power of generating possible 
solutions and evaluating their potential usefulness.
Simon (1978) has done considerable work in developing compu­
ter simulations of human thinking processes based on thinking aloud
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protocols. He theorizes that human problem solving is an interac­
tion between an information processing system (the problem solver) 
and a task environment (the actual dimensions of the problem). In 
approaching a problem, the problem solver represents the situation 
in terms of a problem space (his way of viewing the task environ­
ment) .
The process of generating the problem representation is com­
posed of two subprocesses: interpreting the language of the in­
structions and constructing the problem-solving space. Subjects 
tend to search for the representation derived in the most direct and 
straight-forward way from the language of the problem instructions 
rather than for the most efficient representation— which will make 
solving it easiest.
The structure of the task environment determines the pos­
sible structures of the problem space. The structure of the problem 
space, in turn, determines the possible programs or strategies that 
can be used for problem solving.
The structure of the problem space constrains problem solv­
ing behavior in several ways: it defines "legal" moves, defines the
goal and direction of movement towards or away from the goal, and 
interacts with short-term memory to make some solution paths easier 
to find than others.
The basic problem space (or simplest problem space for any 
given task) consists of the set of nodes generated by all legal 
moves. Each node in the problem space may be thought of as a pos­
sible state of knowledge the problem solver may attain. The state
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of knowledge is what the problem solver knows about the problem in 
any particular moment of time. The ease of solving a problem de­
pends on how accurately the solver has been able to represent the 
critical features of the task environment in his problem space.
The human information processing system is neither capable 
of, nor willing to endure, much trial-and-error search: however, the 
amount of search required for solutions bears little or no relation 
to the size of the entire space (i.e., there is no point in worrying 
about the size of the haystack if you can identify the small part 
which contains the needle).
Problem sol^/ing involves at least two kinds of choices: a
choice of node from which to proceed and a choice of an operator to 
apply at that node. Comparisons between current and desired nodes 
are used to extract differences which in turn serve as criteria for 
selecting a relevant ooerator.
Estes (1975) suggests that in studying cognitive functions, 
common themes with increasing variations will be found as particular 
activities are examined. While the explanation of elementary 
information processes suggested by Chase, the problem-solving 
typology postulated by Greeno, and the problem-solving model pro­
posed by Simon are not perfectly congruent with critical thinking 
tasks, some common themes emerge which seem relevant.
For example, in any critical thinking task, it is important 
that the subject have a clear understanding of the task environment 
and construct the most accurate problem space available. Although 
critical thinking is by no means limited to simple verification;
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there is certainly a significant element of verification involved, 
particularly in the process of determing whether or not an infer­
ence is valid.
In critical thinking casks such as presented in Che Watson- 
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, the traditional problem-solving 
strategy of searching the semantic memory may actually interfere 
with the subject's ability to concentrate on judging the question 
solely on the basis of verification.
Critical thinking has been shown to be positively related to 
intelligence and negatively related to dogmatism (Kemp, 1960; Quinn, 
1963; Geckler, 1965; Follman and Lowe, 1973). This may be an out­
growth of the influence of intelligence upon the ability to focus in 
clearly on the task environment and influence of dogmatism upon the 
tendency to stray from the original cask environment in the verifica­
tion process and wander through semantic memory searching for and 
stumbling over stored materials which cloud the issue or redefine 
the problem space in a manner which is not congruent with the task 
environment.
Summary of the Literature
The studies cited above suggest that critical thinking 
ability is most strongly associated with high intelligence, high 
verbal ability, low dogmatism, and parents' level of critical think­
ing ability. The evidence relative to differences between the sexes 
in critical thinking skills is mixed. There is considerable evidence 
that critical thinking skills can be improved by teaching. Thus, it
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seems reasonable to jet up a study which compares the critical 
thinking ability of a religiously homogeneous group from different 
types of secondary schools.
Cognitive psychology has not yet gone beyond postulating 
theoretical explanations for very basic metal processes. At this 
point, one can only speculate how these theories might relate to a 
theoretical framework to explain the nature of the critical thinking 
process. This chapter suggests that intelligence and the process of 
semantic memory search may actually interfere with and/or limit the 
ability to accurately define the problem space and thus interfere 
with critical thinking.
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Ewen, and Cohen (1971) for selection of a medium effect size, the 
population effect size (y) was set at .5 (indicating that any dif­
ference between means that is less than one-half of one standard 
deviation will be considered too small to be of practical signifi­
cance) . The standard deviation for raw scores on the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal for the normative sample of college 
freshmen was found to be 9,8 (Watson, 1964). Thus, for Watson- 
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores there is no interest in a 
difference between means that is less than 4.90 raw score points.
The desired power of .95 gives a 95 percent probability of finding 
statistical significance if a difference greater chan =4.90 raw 
score points actually does exist in the population.
Following the standard formula for power analysis (Welkowitz, 
Ewen, and Cohen, 1971), the sample size needed to provide for power 
.95, significance criterion .05, and effect size .5 was found to be 
52 subjects for testing the significance of a correlation for a 
single sample and 104 subjects per sample for comparisons of means 
of two independent samples. Since the present study involves not 
only correlations for single samples but also comparisons of means 
for a total of three independent samples, a random sample of 312 
subjects was selected. The sample was stratified according to type 
of secondary school attended.
Research Tools
The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, revised edi­
tion, Form YM, was used to measure critical thinking ability. In 
reviewing this instrument Hemstadter (1972) stated:
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In summary, the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Apprai­
sal represents a highly professional attempt to measure an 
important characteristic. And, while there may be some flaws 
in the test, it is doubtful whether a significantly better 
measure will be found until there is a major breakthrough 
either in test technology or in our understanding of the 
"thinking" process. Similarly, while some additional in­
formation about a test is always helpful, if all publishers 
were as cautious in their verbal claims, as precise in their 
test description, and as inclusive with respect to crucial 
data, there would be no ethical problem in the publishing of 
tests. (p. 1214)
The test consists of one hundred items distributed among 
five subtests: Inference, Recognition of Assumptions, Deduction,
Interpretation, and Evaluation of Arguments. Each group of two to 
six items is preceded fay a paragraph or statement which is to be 
used as a basis for answering the items. Thus, the test does not 
rely on any previously acquired information; rather, it tests 
ability to analyze and evaluate present material.
Two professional counselors examined the instrument for bias 
with respect to Seventh-day Adventists. These two reviewers were 
selected on the basis of their being Seventh-day Adventists employed 
in two different settings and, therefore, sensitive to material 
which might be biased against Seventh-day Adventists from varying 
backgrounds. The first is employed as a counselor in a Seventh—day 
Adventist University and was, therefore, assumed to be in touch with 
the concerns of Seventh-day Adventist undergraduate students. The 
second holds a doctoral degree in counseling from a Seventh—day 
Adventist University, is presently employed in private practice, 
dealing primarily with non-Seventh-day Adventist clients and was, 
therefore, assumed to have a somewhat different perspective on 
Seventh-day Adventist concerns. The first of these reviewers
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commented that two of the twenty-five introductory statements ex­
pressed views in conflict with traditional Adventist values; however, 
in view of the fact that the instructions specifically indicate that 
the questions are to be answered only in light of the introductory 
paragraph and without reference to personal biases or opinions, he 
concluded that the test was not biased for or against Seventh-day 
Adventists. The second reviewer reported that he found no bias rela­
tive to Seventh-day Adventists.
The Dogmatism Scale, Form D (Rokeach, 1956) was administered 
to each participant in the study to measure dogmatism or closed­
mindedness. Rokeach (1960) states that a person's belief system is 
open to
. . . the extent to which the person can receive, evaluate, 
and act upon relevant information received from the outside 
on its own intrinsic merits, unencumbered by irrelevant 
factors in the situation arising from within the person or 
from the outside, (p. 57)
Form D of the Dogmatism Scale consists of sixty-six Likert- 
Type items designed to go beyond specific belief content into the 
structure of how a belief is held. Possible scores range from 
66-442. A high score indicates a high degree of dogmatism.
In discussing the development of the Dogmatism Scale,
Rokeach (1960) reports that the highest reliability (.91) was ob­
tained for Form D. The only reason he cites for development of Form 
E is to shorten the scale (from sixty-six items to forty). The re­
liability of .91 for Form D was obtained for a group of English col­
lege students. Reliability for Form E ranged from .68 to .93. It 
is of interest to note that the .93 reliability was obtained for a
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sample tested at a Veterans' Administration domiciliary. Reliabili­
ties obtained for samples of college students ranged from .68 to 
.85. These data do not support Form E as even equal to Form D in 
reliability for use with college students. It was, therefore, 
decided to use Form D for this study, in spite of its being con­
siderably longer than Form E.
Uingley (1974) used the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale in a study 
of administrator and faculty dogmatism and senior student passivity 
in Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools in the northwestern 
United States. He used as norms data gathered in a study conducted 
by Rabkin (1966) utilizing as subjects teachers attending summer 
school at the University of Washington. Hingley found that Seventh- 
day Adventist administrators and faculty members were higher in 
measured dogmatism than the normative group at the .001 level of 
confidence. These results suggest the possibility that Seventh-day 
Adventists as a group may score higher on the dogmatism scale than 
the general population.
Previous studies (see Kemp, 1960 and Geckler, 1965) have 
found a negative correlation between dogmatism and critical thinking 
skills. This means that as dogmatism increases, critical thinking 
skill tends to decrease. It was, therefore, decided to examine dog­
matism as a variable in this study.
Follman and Lowe (1973), and Feely (1975) found a positive 
relationship between critical thinking scores and verbal ability. 
Quinn (1963) found a positive correlation between I.Q. test scores 
and critical thinking scores. These results suggest that as
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intelligence (particularly verbal) increases, critical thinking 
skills will also tend to increase. On this basis, it was decided to 
examine intelligence as a variable in this study.
American College Testing Program Scores for each participant 
were gathered from school records in order to give some indication 
as to the intelligence of the subjects.
Martin and Rudolph (1972) correlated scores on the Wechsler 
Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), the Slosson Intelligence Test (SIT), 
and American College Testing Program (ACT) scores. They found a 
correlation (r) of .70 between WAIS Full Scale and SIT scores and a
correlation (r) of .56 between ACT and SIT scores.
In order to further explore the relationship between ACT 
scores and intelligence test scores, a correlational study was done 
on ACT scores and California Test of Mental Maturity (CTM>0 scores. 
Four hundred and thirty-four subjects were chosen from the files of 
the Andrews University Counseling and Testing Center. These sub­
jects consisted of all those cases in the file for whom both ACT
scores and California Test of Mental Maturity Scores (CTlC-0 were 
available. Kendall’s tau was used to measure the degree of correla­
tion between each standard ACT score (English, Mathematics, Social 
Studies, Natural Science, and Composite) and each CTMM Score (Lan­
guage IQ, Nonlanguage 10, Total IQ, Language Raw Score, Nonlanguage 
Raw Score, Total Raw Score). An examination of table 1 shows that 
the strongest correlational relationship exists between CTMM Total 
IQ and Composite ACT Scores (tau = .596 on a scale of 0.00 to 1.00). 
These results arc significant at the .001 level. On the basis of
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these findings, American College Testing Program composite standard 
scores were accepted as an adequate indicator of intelligence for 
the present study.
Table 1.— Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficients (tau) between 
American College Testing Program (ACT) Scores and California Test of















Language IQ .475 .380 .505 .469 .555
CTMM
Nonlanguage 10 .370 .367 .387 .425 .467
CTMM
Total IQ .490 .434 ,515 .519 .596
CTMM Language 
Raw Score .477 .384 .510 .475 .560
CTMM Nonlanguage 
Raw Score .370 .366 .388 .427 .468
CTMM Total 
Raw Score .490 .434 .514 .519 .596
*A11 correlations are significant at the .001 level.
Procedure
The president of each college was contacted bv telephone in 
order to obtain permission to use students from his school as sub­
jects for the study. The president was asked to designate either 
the director of freshman education, the director of the counseling 
center, or some other staff member to serve as liaison person to 
work with the researcher in arranging for data collection. At
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Southern Missionary College the Director of Admissions and Records 
served as liaison person. At Union College, the Director of Coun­
seling and Testing performed a similar function. At Andrews Univer­
sity, the researcher, who was employed as Director of Freshman 
Education, arranged for data collection.
The registrar of each college was contacted in order to make 
arrangements to have a special demographic survey card included in 
the registration packet for all freshmen and collected at the final 
check station for registration. A copy of the card is included as 
appendix A. Cards collected during the registration process were 
mailed to the researcher along with a computer listing of all fresh­
men enrolled at the school. These lists were used to identify 
freshmen who had not filled out a survey card.
At Southern Missionary College, approximately one hundred 
freshmen did not complete cards during the registration process. In 
order to gather the needed information on these students, the re­
searcher went to the campus and spent two days collecting the in­
formation from student records. At Union College approximately 
fifty of the freshmen did not complete the cards during the regi­
stration process. The secretary to the Director of the Counseling 
Center obtained the necessary information on chose students from 
records in the registrar's office. At Andrews Universitv approxi­
mately eighty freshmen did not fill out the card during registration. 
Information on these students was obtained from records in the 
registrar's office.
In order to qualify for the study it was necessary that the
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student be a Seventh-day Adventist (as evidenced by his/her own 
report on the demographic survey card) and a 1977 secondary school 
graduate who had attended one type of secondary school for at least 
three years. The survey cards were hand sorted in order to cull out 
those students who failed to meet all of the criteria for partici­
pation in the study. Cards of students qualifying for the study 
were divided into groups according to the type of secondary school 
the student had attended. Calculations were made to determine what 
percentage of each of the three population subgroups occurred at 
each of the three schools where data were to be collected. Thus, a 
total of nine cells were examined: boarding academy graduates at
each of the three schools, day academy graduates at each school, and 
public school graduates at each school. The desired number of sub­
jects had previously been set at 312 (104 graduates of each of the 
three types of secondary school); therefore, the percentage of the 
population occurring in each cell was multiplied by 104 in order to 
determine how many subjects should be selected from each category at 
each of the three schools where data were collected. All members in 
each cell of the population were assigned consecutive numbers. A 
computerized random number generator was used to select subjects 
from the population for inclusion in the stratified random sample.
Each member of the sample was assigned a unique number which 
included a code for college, sex, type of secondary school attended, 
and a discrete number for identification purposes.
Each subject was sent a packet including the following items:
1. A letter from the investigator explaining the study and 
asking for the student's participation.
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2. A letter from the college president introducing the re­
searcher and the study and encouraging the student to participate. 
(This item was not included in the packet at Andrews Universitv 
where the investigator was employed as Director of Freshman Educa­
tion and, consequently, well knoivn to the students.)
3. The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
4. A return envelope for submitting the dogmatism scale to
the liaison person. The envelope included a listing of the times at
which the critical thinking appraisal would be administered on that 
campus.
Copies of these materials are included in appendices 3, C,
and D.
Subjects were requested to fill in the appointment section 
of the return envelope making a commitment to take the test at a 
time convenient for them. They were also asked to fill in the dog­
matism scale, seal it in the return envelope, and turn it in to the 
liaison person on their home campus.
Subjects who had not returned the dogmatism scale and made 
an appointment to take the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
by the deadline indicated in the introductory letter were sent a 
follow-up card urging them to participate. Students who had re­
turned the dogmatism scale and selected a time to take the test were 
sent a reminder card approximately three days before the test date.
A copy of these cards is included in appendices B, C, and D.
The researcher traveled to each of the campuses to admin­
ister the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal and to follow
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up chose subjects who had not responded.
The night before testing was scheduled to begin at Union 
College, the researcher checked the list of subjects against the 
list of those who had made appointments to take the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal and returned the dogmatism scale. The 
following morning telephone messages were left in the rooms of resi­
dence hall students who had not responded, asking them to take the 
critical thinking appraisal and turn in the dogmatism scale. 
Throughout that day, telephone calls were placed to community stu­
dents urging them to participate. All nonresponding members of the 
random sample were contacted either by phone or by message. That 
evening a second check was made. Subjects who still had not made an 
appointment or who had failed to keep appointments they had made 
were left messages urging them to come to the Counseling Center to 
participate in the testing. A noon on the third day, a final appeal 
was delivered to residence hall rooms of nonresponding subjects 
encouraging them to call the Counseling Center and set up an ap­
pointment to take the critical thinking appraisal and fill in the 
dogmatism scale. When the researcher left the campus, 56 percent 
(33) of the subjects had been tested.
At Southern Missionary College, the list of appointments was 
also checked against the list of subjects the evening before testing 
was scheduled to begin. An attempt was made to contact all non­
responding subjects by telephone in order to encourage them to 
participate. All subjects were contacted personally, or messages 
left for them. Following each testing period, messages were
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delivered to the room of each residence—hall subject who failed to 
keep a testing appointment requesting that the subject select another 
time to take the test and strongly urging participation in the 
study. The researcher left the campus of Southern Missionary Col­
lege having tested 66 percent (84) of the subjects.
In view of the fact that procedures employed at the first 
two campuses had not been adequate to gain full subject participa­
tion, additional follow-up procedures were used at Andrews Univer­
sity as suggested by 3erdie and Anderson (1974).
Students who had not returned the dogmatism scale by the 
deadline indicated in the introductory letter were sent a duplicated 
reminder card urging them to return the materials to the Counseling 
Center and select a time to take the test. Students who still had 
not responded three days before the testing was scheduled to begin 
were sent a second reminder letter urging them to participate and 
emphasizing the importance of participation to the overall strength 
of the study. Throughout the testing period, students who were 
scheduled to take the critical chinking appraisal but' who failed to 
keep their appointments were sent a special reminder urging them to 
come at one of the other testing times. Eighteen days following the 
beginning of the testing period, a final reminder letter was sent to 
those students who still had not participated in the study. This 
was a xerox copy of a handwritten letter mailed in a hand—addressed 
top-quality personal stationery style envelope to which a commemora­
tive postage stamp was affixed. Students who had not responded to 
any of these reminders were contacted by telephone one week later.
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No testing was done after December 14, which marked the end of the 
fall quarter. A total of 71 percent (90) of the subjects were 
tested at Andrews University.
Samples of all follow-up correspondence are included in 
appendices B, C, and D.
There are four possible explanations for the difficulty ex­
perienced in getting subjects to participate:
1. While the study is significant it was not particularly 
appealing to college freshmen.
2. The instruments used in the study were neither attrac­
tive nor interesting to students. The first two items of the dogma­
tism scale place a great deal of emphasis on concerns which were 
prevalent in the 1950s when the scale was developed and are no 
longer of major interest to freshmen. The Watson-Claser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal is a rather taxing instrument for the average 
college freshman.
In spite of chose objections it was not feasible to use other 
instruments. No more attractive and interesting instruments were 
found to measure critical thinking and dogmatism as effeetivelv as 
those developed by Rokeach and Watson and Claser. Furthermore, 
these two instruments have been used in the majority of studies 
dealing with critical thinking and dogmatism.
3. The study went beyond the simple survey in that subjects 
were required not only to fill out the dogmatism scale at their own 
convenience but also to meet with the investigator in order to com­
plete the critical thinking appraisal.
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4. The 11.1 lure of the stuciy placed linits on the time .iv.i li­
able to gather data. It was not possible to complete identification 
of the sample until October IS due to difficulty in getting accur.ite 
lists of freshman students. Since trie study was designed to measure 
critical thinking skills develoncd in secondary schools it was felt 
that it was important to complete collect ô n, of data during the 
first quarter or semester of the freshman year In order to minimize 
confamin.-’t ion by the college experience.
It will he noted th.at while various procedures wore used on 
each campus to : o 1 low-up reluctant --ubjecLs, the I'orccnta ga of si’ii-
jects r<c;rt Lcipatiug an eacdi campus does not v.ary greatly from campus
to camrua (56 percent at duion College, in percent at Southern m i s ­
sionary College, and. 71 percent at Andrews University).
The only incentive given to .ujbjec.r ; to participate -;as the 
offer of immediate scoring and reporting o t e s t  results for th.t 
Watson-Claser Critical Thiukinu Appraisal. A cony of tlie report 
form used is included in appendix 7. While thi.c did generate romo 
interest, it was apraren 1 1 y not of sufficient interest to I l i V o I v c -  
subjects who won 1d not otherwise have participated.
Dogmatism .scaies and W.i t.~on-Cl arer Critical Thinkinc fumra i- 
sals were hand scored. Raw scL<r-s were entered into tlx- computer
along with the subject code number  ,ind American College Testing "ro-
gram standard scores.
Statistical Ara Ivscs
The Mann-Wli i tncy U test was used to test the major null 
hypotheses an-., the supplementary hypotheses dealing with differences
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between variables. The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) 
was used to test null hypotheses dealing with relationships between 
variables.
The Nann-Whitney U Test was selected because the data are 
ordinal measures. The Mann—Whitney U is one of the most powerful 
alternatives to the t test. Its power approaches 95.5 percent as N 
increases. The power efficiency of the median test is about 95 per­
cent for n̂  ̂+ as low as 6; however, the power efficiency decreases 
as the sample size increases (Siegel, 1956). The Mann—Whitney ij 
test was, therefore, preferred over the median test because of the 
relatively large number of subjects.
The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) was selected 
because the data are ordinal measures. The Kendall rank correlation 
coefficient yields different numerical values chan Spearman rank 
correlation coefficients for the same pair of rankings. This is due 
to the fact that the two tests have different underlying scales. It 
will be noted, however, chat the two tests use the same amount of 
information from the data and, therefore, have the same power to de­
tect the existence of an association in the population; however, the 
Kendall rank correlation coefficient is more sensitive for data 
which include a large number of ties. Therefore, it was decided to 
use the Kendall rank correlation coefficient for this study since a 
large number of ties is present.
Kendall's tau has a power efficiency of 91 percent. This 
means that tau is approximately as sensitive a test of association 
between two variables in a bivariate normal population with a sample
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of one hundred cnscs as Ls the Pearson r with ninety-one cases 
( S i e g e l ,  1 9 5 6 ) .
The significance criterion for this study was scr at ctie .05 
leve ' . I'he region of rejection consisted of all values of 1’ or tau 
wri ich are so extreme that t'\oir associated proiair i I if; under }\̂  is 
equa 1 to or less ti'.an r = .05.
Surrri'rv ' f i"ha r r ITT
Chapter III has sun;:’;! rice a tlie rietheCL 1 o sv of : : a- r tudy . 
This has included an explanation of the criteria us.;u te select t!u 
research ins t rux._-::ts, a Toscri pt ion of -Hr.-; the population ■•.•as 
identified ar.d sample selected, an outline of trie data collection 
procedures, an.I a iusci ficntion af the statistica? analyses used.
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RESULTS
The first three chapters have outlined the rationale and 
methodology of this study and have reviewed relevent literature.
The present chapter will summarize the findings of the study.
The underlying hypothesis of this study was that there is a 
difference in the degree to which critical thinking is developed in 
various types of secondary schools. More specifically, the research 
hypotheses were set up to compare critical thinking skills demon­
strated fay Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who were graduates 
of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies. Seventh-day Adventist 
day academies, and public high schools. The Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal was used to measure critical thinking skills.
Two hundred and seven students were tested on the three cam­
puses where data were collected. This is 66 percent of the strati­
fied random sample originally selected for the study. As indicated 
in chapter III, power is a function of (1) significance criteria,
(2) sample size, and (3) population effect size. The significance 
criteria and population effect size remain unchanged. Since only 
66 percent of the stratified random sample originally selected for 
the study actually participated, the randomness of the sample cannot 
be evaluated. It is, therefore, not possible to compute an accurate 
power for the study.
43
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In other words, whereas the design of the study undertook to 
examine the null hypotheses with a 95 percent probability of getting 
a significant result if the null hypotheses of no difference were 
indeed false, the numbers of subjects actually participating in the 
study make it impossible to calculate this probability.
Testing of Major Hypotheses
The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Apprisal, Form YM, was 
used to measure critical chinking skills. The test consists of one 
hundred items distributed among five subtescs: Inference, Recogni­
tion of Assumptions, Deduction, Interpretation, and Evaluation of 
Arguments. Each group of two to six items is preceded by a para­
graph or statement which is to be used as a basis for answering the 
items. Thus the test does not rely on any previously acquired in­
formation; rather, it tests ability to analvze and evaluate present 
materials. Possible scores range from 0— 100. A high score indi­
cates highly developed critical thinking skills.
The major hypotheses set forth in chapter I will be ex­
amined individually. They are here stated in the null form in order 
to facilitate retaining or rejecting them according to the statisti­
cal criterion established for this study (a = .05).
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons of critical thinking 
skills are preceded by the letters WG, indicating data obtained 
through use of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
Hypothesis WG-1. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from
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Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
The Mann-Whitney U test was applied to Watson-Glaser Criti­
cal Thinking Appraisal scores obtained for seventy graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and seventy-four graduates 
of public high schools. The associated probability of the obtained 
U was .10; therefore the null hypothesis was retained.
Mo statistically significant difference was found between 
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Alpraisal scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh—day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from public high schools.
Hypothesis WG— 2. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day aca­
demies .
The Mann-î'/hitney U test was applied to Watson-Glaser Criti­
cal Thinking Appraisal scores obtained for seventy boarding academy 
graduates and sixty—three day academy graduates. The associated 
probability of the obtained U was .46; therefore the null hypothesis 
is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from
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Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist 
day academies.
Hypothesis WG-3. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects who 
graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day academies and Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from public high 
schools
The Mann—C'/hitney [• test was applied to Watson-Glaser Criti­
cal Thinking Appraisal scores obtained for sixty-three graduates of 
day academies and seventy-four graduates of public schools. The 
associated probability of the obtained L' was .27; therefore the null 
hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies and Seventh-day Adventist col­
lege freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist oub­
lie schools.
Hypothesis WG—4. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Watson Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist academies and Seventh—day Adventist college 
freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
The Mann—Whitney U test was applied to Watson-Glaser
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Critical Thinking Appraisal scores obtained for 133 graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist academies and seventy-four graduates of public 
high schools. The associated probability of the obtained U was .11; 
therefore the null hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores earned by Seventh- 
day Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist academies and Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from public high schools.
Table 2 shows the mean scores obtained on the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal. Seventh-day Adventist subjects who 
were graduates of both types of Seventh-day Adventist secondary 
schools obtained a higher mean score on this instrument than did 
Seventh—day Adventist subjects who were graduates of public high 
schools.
Table 2.— Mean scores obtained on the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal
Type of School Mean Score
SÜA* boarding academy 69.78
SDA boarding academy 
plus SDA day academy 69.38
SDA day academy 68. 77
Public high school 66.65
*Seventh-day Adventist
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The differences between means in table 2 do suggest that for 
the particular group of subjects studied. Seventh-day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools score somewhat 
higher on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal than do 
Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public high schools. In order to 
evaluate these differences, it is helpful to compare them with the 
effect size originally chosen for this study. The effect size ori­
ginally chosen was .5 (indicating that any difference between means 
that is less than one-half of one standard deviation, or 4.90 raw 
score points, will be considered too small to be of practical signi­
ficance.) The differences between means actually occurring in the 
data range from .48 to 3.13 raw score points. Thus, none meet the 
effect size criterion originally set. Therefore the differences are 
not large enough to be of practical significance.
Table 3 shows the probabilities associated with U obtained 
by comparison of subject scores for the Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal. The probability associated with the obtained L' 
indicates the number of chances in one hundred that the two groups 
come from the same population relative to scores on the Watson- 
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
Comparisons between Seventh—day Adventist boarding academy 
graduates studied and Seventh-day Adventist public school graduates 
studied carry an associated probability of .10. Comparisons between 
subjects who were Seventh—day Adventist graduates of public high 
schools and Seventh—day Adventist boarding academy graduates com­
bined with Seventh-day Adventist day academy graduates carry an
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associated probability of .11. This means that there are ten and 
eleven chances in one hundred, respectively, that these groups come 
from the same population relative to scores on the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal.
Table 3.— Probabilities associated with U obtained by comparison of 
subject scores for the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal
Groups Compared Probability of U
SDA* boarding academy 
vs. SDA day academy . 46
SDA day academy 
vs. public school .27
SDA boarding academy 
plus SDA day academy 
vs. public school .11
SDA boarding academy 
vs. public school .10
*Seventh-dav Adventist
These data fall short of the criterion selected for statisti­
cal significance. They do not suggest that Seventh-day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools score lower on 
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal than do Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of public high schools. Similarly, they do not 
suggest that Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh—day Ad­
ventist secondary schools score higher on the Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal than do Seventh—day Adventist graduates of public 
high schools.
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Testing of Supplementary Hypotheses
The supplementary hypotheses were set up in order to compare 
the dogmatism and intelligence of the three groups studied as well 
as Co examine the coorelations between critical thinking and intel­
ligence and between critical chinking and dogmatism tor each group. 
This was done in recognition of the fact chat earlier studies have 
found critical chinking ability to be most strongly associated with 
high intelligence and low dogmatism (Kemp, 1960; Quinn, 1963;
Geckler, 1965; Follman and Lowe, 1973).
The supplementary hypotheses will also be examined individ­
ually, They are here stated in the null form in order to facilitate 
retaining or rejecting them according to the statistical criterion 
established for this study (a = .05).
Testing of Supplementary Hypotheses 
Relative to Dogmatism
The Dogmatism Scale, Form D (Rokeach, 1956), was administered 
to each participant in the study to measure dogmatism or closed­
mindedness. Form D of the Dogmatism Scale consists of sixty-six 
Likert-type items designed to examine the structure of how a belief 
is held. Possible scores range from 66—642. A high score indicates 
a high degree of dogmatism.
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons of dogmatism are pre­
ceded by the letters RD, indicating data obtained through use of the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
Hypothesis RD-1. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by
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Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh—day Adventist college 
freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
The Mann-Whitney U test was applied to Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale scores obtained by seventy boarding academy graduates and 
seventy-four public high school graduates. The associated prob­
ability of the obtained U was .49; therefore the null hypothesis is 
retained.
Mo statistically significant difference was found between 
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh—day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen sub­
jects who graduated from public high schools.
Hypothesis RD-2. There is no statistically significant 
difference between the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh—day Adventist college 
freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day academies.
The Mann-Whitney U test was applied to Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale scores obtained by seventy boarding academy students and 
sixty-three day academy graduates. The associated probability of 
the obtained 11 was .15; therefore the null hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen
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subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day academies.
Hypothesis RD—3. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies and Seventh-day Adventist college fresh­
men who graduated from public high schools.
The Nann—Whitney U test was applied to Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale scores obtained by sixty-three graduates of Seventh—day 
Adventist day academies and seventy-four graduates of public high 
schools. The associated probability of the obtained U was .47; 
therefore the null hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
day academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects 
who graduated from public high schools.
Hypothesis RD-4. There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
who graduated from public high schools.
The Mann—liihitney U test was applied to Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale scores obtained by 133 graduates of Seventh—day Adventist 
academies and seventy— four graduates of public schools. The asso­
ciated probability of the obtained U was .99; therefore the null 
hypothesis is retained.
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No statistically significant difference was found between 
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained by Seventh—day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects who 
graduated from public high schools.
Table 4 shows the mean scores obtained on the Rokeach Dog­
matism Scale. While none of the differences between mean scores was 
statistically significant, it is noteworthy chat subjects who were 
graduates of Seventh—day Adventist boarding academies scored the 
highest, followed by subjects who were graduates of public high 
schools, with subjects who were graduates of Seventh-day Adventist 
day academies scoring the lowest. (High scores indicate high dog­
matism. )
Table 4.— Mean scores obtained on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
Type of School Mean Score
SDA* boarding academy 279.59
SDA boarding academy 
plus SDA day academy 275.10
Public high school 274.03
SDA day academy 270.12
*Seventh-day Adventist
The differences between means in table 4 do suggest that for 
the particular group of subjects studied. Seventh-day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh—day Adventist boarding academies score somewhat 
higher on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale than do Seventh—day Adventist
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graduates of public high schools and Seventh-day Adventist graduates 
of Seventh-day Adventist day academies score somewhat lower on the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale than do Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
public high schools. In order to evaluate these differences, it is 
helpful to compare them with the effect size originally chosen for 
this study. The effect size originally chosen was .5 (indicating 
that any difference between means that is less chan one-half of one 
standard deviation, or 14.2 raw score points will be considered too 
small to be of practical significance. The differences between 
means actually occurring in the data range from 1.07 to 9.47 raw 
score points. Thus, none meet the effect size criterion originally 
set. Therefore the differences are not large enough to be of prac­
tical significance.
Table 5 shows the probabilities associated with U obtained 
by comparison of subject scores for the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
The probability associated with the obtained U indicates the number 
of chances in one hundred that the two groups come from the same 
population relative to scores on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
Examination of tables 4 and 5 shows that the greatest dif­
ferences occur between Seventh-day Adventist boarding academy grad­
uates studied and Seventh-day Adventist day academy graduates 
studied. Comparisons between these two groups carry an associated 
probability of .15. This means that there are only fifteen chances 
in one hundred that these groups come from the same population rela­
tive to scores on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
Comparisons between subjects who were Seventh—day Adventist
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boarding academy graduates and Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
public schools carry an associated probability of .49. Comparisons 
between subjects who were Seventh-day Adventist day academy graduates 
and Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public schools carry an 
associated probability of .46. This means that there are forty-nine 
and forty-six chances in one hundred, respectively, that these 
groups come from the same population relative to scores on the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
Table 5.— Probabilities associated with U obtained by comparison of 
subject scores for the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale
Groups Compared Probability of U
SDA* boarding academy 
plus SDA day academy 
vs. public school .99
SDA boarding academy 
vs. public school .49
SDA day academy 
vs. public school .47
SDA boarding academy 
vs. SDA day academy .15
*Seventh-day Adventist
These data fall short of the criterion selected for statisti­
cal significance. They do not suggest that Seventh-day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools score lower on 
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale than do Seventh-day Adventist graduates 
of public high schools. Similarly, they do not suggest that Seventh- 
day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools
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score higher on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale than do Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of public high school.
Testing of Supplementary Hypotheses 
Relative to Intelligence
American College Testing Program (ACT) composite standard 
scores verc gleaned from school records for each subject in order to 
have an indication as to the intelligence of the subjects. Accord­
ing to an official publication of the American College Testing Pro­
gram (1978) , ACT standard scores range from one to thirty-six. The 
standard deviation for composite scores is 6.0. The approximate 
mean composite score of college—bound high school students is eigh­
teen.
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons of intelligence are 
preceded bv the letters ACT, indicating data obtained through use of 
American College Testing Program scores.
Hypothesis ACT-I. There is no statistically significant 
difference between the American College Testing Program scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
The Hann-Nhitney U test was applied to American College 
Testing Program scores earned by seventy graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies and seventy-four graduates of public 
high schools. The associated probability of the obtained U was .08; 
therefore, the null hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between
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American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen subjects who graduated from public high schools.
Hypothesis ACT-2. There is no statistically significant 
difference between the American College Testing Program scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh—day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day aca­
demies .
The Mann-Whitney U test was applied to American College 
Testing Program scores earned by seventy graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies and sixty-three graduates of Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies. The associated probability of the ob­
tained U was .74; therefore the null hypothesis is retained.
Mo statistically significant difference was found between 
the American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist day aca­
demies .
Hypothesis ACT—3. There is no statistically significant 
difference between the American College Testing Program scores 
earned by Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies and Seventh-day Adventist col­
lege freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
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The Mann-WhiCney U was applied to American College Testing 
Program scores earned by sixty-three graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist day academies and seventy-four graduates of public high 
schools. The associated probability of the obtained U was .12; 
therefore the null hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
the American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day 
Adventist day academies and Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from public high schools.
Hypothesis ACT—1. There is no statistically significant 
difference between the American College Testing Program scores 
earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from 
Seventh—day Adventist academies and Seventh-day Adventist collece 
freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
The Xann—Whitney U was applied to American College Testing 
Program scores earned by 133 graduates of Seventh-day Adventist 
academies and seventy-four graduates of public high schools. The 
associated probability of the obtained U was .06; therefore the null 
hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant difference was found between 
the American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh—day 
Adventist academies and Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen sub­
jects who graduated from public high schools.
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Table 6 shows the mean scores obtained on the American Col­
lege Testing Program tests.
Table 6.— Mean scores obtained on the American College Testing Pro­
gram tests.
Type of School Mean Score
SDA* boarding academy 19.64
SDA boarding academy 
plus SDA day academy 19.62
SDA day academy 19.59
Public high school 17.89
*Seventh-dav Adventist
Although differences are net statistically significant, sub­
jects who were graduates of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies 
obtained the highest mean score, followed by graduates of Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies, with Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
public high schools obtaining the lowest mean score among the groups 
studied.
The differences between means in cable 6 do suggest that for 
the particular group of subjects studied. Seventh—day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools score somewhat 
higher on the American College Testing Program tests than do 
Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public high schools. In order to 
evaluate these differences, it is helpful to compare them with the 
effect size originally chosen for this study. The effect size ori­
ginally chosen was .5 (indicating that any difference between means
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that is less than one-half of one standard deviation, or 3.0 raw 
score points, will be considered too small to be of practical signi­
ficance). The differences between means actually occurring in the 
data range from .02 to 1.75 standard points. Thus, none meet the 
effect size criterion originally set. Therefore the differences are 
not large enough to be of practical significance.
Table 7 shows the probabilities associated with U obtained 
by comparison of subject scores for the American College Testing 
Program. The probability associated with the obtained U indicates 
the number of chances in one hundred that the two groups come from 
the same population relative to scores on the American College Test­
ing Program tests.
Table 7.— Probabilities associated wich U obtained by comparison of 
subject scores for the American College Testing Program tescs.
Groups Compared Probability of U
SDA* boarding academy 
vs. SDA day academy .74
SDA day academy 
vs. public school .12
SDA boarding academy 
vs. public school .08
SDA boarding academy 
plus SDA day academy 
vs. public school .06
^Seventh—day Adventist
Examination of the data in tables 6 and 7 indicates that the 
greatest differences occur between Seventh-day Adventist boarding
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academy graduates studied and public school graduates studied. Com­
parisons between subjects who were Seventh-day Adventist day academy 
graduates and Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public schools 
carry an associated probability of .12. Comparisons between sub­
jects who were Seventh-day Adventist boarding academy graduates and 
Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public high schools carry a prob­
ability of .08. Comparisons between subjects who were public school 
graduates and Seventh—day Adventist boarding academy graduates and 
Seventh-day Adventist day academy graduates combined carry a prob­
ability of .06. This means that there are twelve, eight, and six 
chances in one hundred (respectively) chat these groups come from 
the same population relative to American College Testing Program 
scores.
These data fall short of the criterion selected for sta­
tistical significance. They dc not suggest that Seventh-day Adven­
tist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools score 
lower on the American College Testing Program tests than do Seventh- 
day Adventist graduates of public high schools. Similarly, thev do 
not suggest that Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist secondary schools score higher on the American College 
Testing Program tests than do Seventh—day Adventist graduates of 
public high schools.
Testing of Supplementary Hypotheses 
Relative to Relationships Between 
Critical Thinking and Dogmatism
Quinn (1963) used analysis of covariance to study the rela­
tionship between dogmatism and critical thinking. He found a
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coefficient of correlation of -.25 with an associated probability of 
.01. A set of supplementary hypotheses was set up for the present 
study in order to examine the relationships between dogmatism and 
criticial thinking for each of the groups examined. These hypotheses 
are stated in the null form in order to facilitate rejection or re­
tention according to the statistical criterion established for this 
study (a = .05).
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons between critical chink­
ing skills and dogmatism are preceded by the letters WC/RD, indicat­
ing data obtained through use of Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores.
Hypothesis WG/RD-1. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned bv Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-dav Adventist 
boarding academies.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of -.01 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by seventy graduates of 
Seventh—day Adventist boarding academies. The associated probability 
of the obtained tau was .44; therefore the null hypothesis is re­
tained.
No statistically significant relationship was found between 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach Dogma­
tism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist boarding academics.
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Hypothesis WG/RD-2. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Crftical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
day academies.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of -.17 was ob­
tained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by sixty-three graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies. The associated probability of 
the obtained tau was .026; therefore the null hypothesis is re­
jected.
There is a statistically significant negative relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh—day Adventist college 
freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day aca­
demies. That is to say, for Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day academies, 
critical thinking scores were found to increase as dogmatism scores 
decreased. Thus, individuals more skilled in critical thinking were 
generally found to be less dogmatic, and vice versa. It should be 
noted, however, that the strength of the relationship is -.17 on a 
scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Hypothesis WG/RD— 3. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh—day Ad­
ventist college freshmen who graduated from public high schools.
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A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of -.19 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by seventy-four graduates of 
public high schools. The associated probability of the obtained tau 
was .009; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
There is a statistically significant negative relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen subjects who graduated from public high schools. In other 
words, for Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen subjects who grad­
uated from public high schools, critical thinking scores were found 
to increase as dogmatism scores decreased. Thus, individuals more 
skilled in critical thinking were generally found to be less dog­
matic, and vice versa. It should be noted, however, that the 
strength of the relationship is -.19 on a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Hypothesis WG/RD-^. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Sevcnth-day 
Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
academies.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of -.08 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by 133 graduates of Seventh- 
day Adventist academies. The associated probability of the obtained 
tau was .09; therefore the null hypothesis is retained.
No statistically significant relationship was found between
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Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach Dogma­
tism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist academies.
Hypothesis WG/RD-5. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of -.12 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores earned by 20 7 Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen. The associated probability of the obtained tau 
was .004; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
There is a statistically significant negative relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeac!' 
Dogmatism Scale scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist college 
freshmen subjects. Thus, for Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects, critical thinking scores were found to increase as dogma­
tism scores decreased. In ocher words, individuals more skilled in 
critical thinking were generally found to be less dogmatic, and vice 
versa. It should be noted, however. Chat the strength of the rela­
tionship is -.12 on a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Table 8 summarizes the findings relative to relationships 
between scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal and 
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.
Quinn (1963) used analysis of covariance to study the rela­
tionship between dogmatism and critical thinking. He found a
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coefficient of correlation of -.25 with an associated probability of 
.01. All of the relationships between these two variables for the 
groups examined by the present study are negative. The strength of 
the relationship found in boarding academy graduates studied is con­
siderably less chan for other groups; however, the relationship for 
boarding academy graduates carries a probability of .44. This means 
that there are only 44 chances in one hundred Chat the relationship 
found in the present sample of boarding academy graduates actually 
exists in the population of boarding academy graduates. Relation­
ships for public school graduates and day academy graduates studied 
are not only stronger but also significant at the .05 level.
Table 8.— Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficients (tau) obtained be­
tween Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach
Dogmatism Scale score
Type of School tau probability of tau
SDA* boarding academy -.01 .44
SDA day academy -.17 .026
Public high school -.19 .009
SDA boarding academy and 
SDA day academy combined -.08 .09
All subjects -.12 .004
*Seventh-dav Adventist
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Testing of Supplementary Hypotheses Relative 
to Relationships Between Critical 
Thinking and Intelligence
Quinn (1963) used analysis of covariance to study the rela­
tionship between intelligence and critical thinking. He found a 
coefficient of correlation of .52 with an associated probability of 
.01. A set of supplementary hypotheses was set up for the present 
study in order to examine relationships between intelligence and 
critical thinking for each of the groups examined. These hypotheses 
are stated in the null form in order to facilitate rejection or re­
tention according to the statistical criterion established for this 
study (a = .05).
Hypotheses dealing with comparisons between critical think­
ing skills and intelligence are preceded by the letters wC/ACT, 
indicating data obtained through use of Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal scores and American College Testing Program 
scores.
Hypothesis WG/ACT-I. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and American College Testing Program scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist boarding academies.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of .54 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by seventy graduates 
of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies. The associated
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probability of the obtained tau was < .001; therefore the null hypo­
thesis is rejected.
There is a statistically significant positive relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day Adven­
tist college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adven­
tist boarding academies.
That is to say, for Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies, 
critical thinking scores were found to increase as American College 
Testing Program scores increased. Thus, individuals more skilled in 
critical chinking generally also earned higher American College 
Testing Program scores, and vice versa. The strength of the rela­
tionship is .54 on a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Hypothesis WG/ACT-2. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and American College Testing Program scores earned bv 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of .52 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by sixty-three grad­
uates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies. The associated prob­
ability of Che obtained tau was f.OOl; therefore Che null hypothesis 
is rejected.
There is a statistically significant positive relationship
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between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Ameri­
can College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh—day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects who graduated from Seventh—day Adventist 
day academies.
In other words, for Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist day academies, 
critical thinking scores were found to increase as American College 
Testing Program scores increased. Thus, individuals more skilled in 
critical thinking generally also earned higher American College 
Testing Program scores, and vice versa. The strength of the rela­
tionship is .52 on a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Hypothesis WG/ACT-3. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh- 
day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from public high 
schools.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of .61 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned bv seventy-four 
graduates of public high schools. The associated probability or the 
obtained tau was £ .001; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
There is a statistically significant positive relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh—day Adven­
tist college freshman subjects who graduated from public high 
schools.
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In other words, for Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from public high schools, critical thinking 
scores were found to increase as American College Testing Program 
scores increased. Thus, individuals more skilled in critical think­
ing generally also earned higher American College Testing Program 
scores, and vice versa. The strength of the relationship is .61 on 
a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Hypothesis WC/ACT-4. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and American College Testing Program scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen who graduated from Seventh- 
day Adventist academies.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of .53 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by 133 graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist academies. The associated probability of the 
obtained tau was i .001; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
There is a statistically significant positive relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and Ameri­
can College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day Adventist 
college freshmen subjects "who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist 
academies.
That is to say, for Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen 
subjects who graduated from Seventh-day Adventist academies, critical 
thinking scores were found to increase as American College Testing 
Program scores increased. Thus, individuals more skilled in
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critical thinking generally also earned higher American College 
Testing Program scores, and vice versa. The strength of the rela­
tionship is .53 on a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Hypothesis WC/ACT-5. There is no statistically significant 
relationship between Watson-Claser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and American College Testing Program scores earned by 
Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen.
A Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) of .56 was 
obtained for Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by 207 Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen. The associated probability of the ob­
tained tau was < .001; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
There is a statistically significant positive relationship 
between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and 
American College Testing Program scores earned by Seventh-day 
Adventist college freshmen subjects.
In other words, for Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen 
studied, critical thinking scores were found to increase as American 
College Testing Program scores increased. Thus, individuals more 
skilled in critical thinking generally also earned higher American 
College Testing Program scores and vice versa. The strength of the 
relationship is .56 on a scale of -1.00 to 1.00.
Table 9 summarizes the findings relative to relationships 
between critical thinking and American College Testing Program 
scores.
An examination of the data displayed in table 9 shows that
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all relationships between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and Composite American College Testing Program scores are 
positive and statistically significant at the .001 level.
Table 9.— Kendall rank correlation coefficients (tau) obtained be­
tween Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal scores and composite 
American College Testing Program scores.
Type of School tau
SDA* boarding academy .54**
SDA day academy .52**
Public high school .61**
SDA boarding academy and 
SDA day academy combined .53**
All subjects . 56**
*Seventh-day Adventist 
^^Significant at .001 level
That is to say, for all groups tested, Watson-Glaser Criti­
cal Thinking Appraisal scores have increased as American College 
Testing Program scores have increased. Individuals who have scored 
high on critical thinking have generally also earned high American 
College Testing Program scores and vice versa.
Summary of Results 
Table 10 summarizes the mean scores for each group tested 
for each of the instruments used as well as Kendall Rank correlation 
coefficients (tau) between Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
scores and American College Testing Program scores for each group.




















Table 10.— Summary of Kendall Rank Correlations (tan) and mean American College Testing Program 
scores (ACT), Watson Glaser Critical TbinkLng Appraisal (W-G), and Rokeach dogmatism Scale scores
(Dogmatism) oI)Cained for eacli group tested.
*Seventh-day Adventist
**Signifleant at .05 level 
fSignifleant at .01 level 
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Examination of table 10 shows that boarding academy gradu­
ates obtained the highest mean of all three groups tested on all of 
the instruments used. This seems unusual in view of the fact that 
earlier studies have shown a positive correlation between intelli­
gence and critical chinking skills (Quinn, 1963; Follman and Lowe, 
1973), and a negative correlation between dogmatism and critical 
thinking skills (Kemp, 1960; Quinn, 1963; Ceckler, 1965). Data from 
the present study follow a generally similar pattern; however, while 
boarding academy students obtained a higher mean critical thinking 
score they also obtained a higher mean dogmatism score. For board­
ing academy graduates the correlation between dogmatism and critical 
thinking is .01 with an associated probability of .44; whereas, for 
day academy graduates the correlation is -.17, significant at the 
.01 level. For public school graduates the correlation is -.19, 
significant at the .001 level. In view of the high probability- 
(.44) chat the relationship between critical thinking and dogmatism 
for boarding academy graduates is due to sampling error rather chan 
to the presence of a similar relationship in the population, it is 
not appropriate to draw any conclusions for this correlation.
Table 10 also shows chat while day academy graduates ob­
tained the second highest mean score on the Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal, they obtained the lowest mean score on the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale. In light of the negative relationship 
between the two variables (which is supported by data for the 
present study) one would expect that the group scoring lowest on 
dogmatism would tend to score highest on critical thinking; however,
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this is not the case. For day academy graduates the correlation 
between dogmatism and critical thinking is -.17, significant at the 
.05 level; whereas, for public school graduates the correlation is 
-.19, significant at the .01 level. It must be remembered, however, 
that the difference between these two correlations is so small (.02) 
as to be practically negligible. Therefore, it is not appropriate 
to draw further conclusions based on this difference.
The Seventh—day Adventist public high school graduates ob­
tained the lowest mean American College Testing Program scores, the 
lowest mean scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, 
the strongest negative correlation between critical thinking and 
dogmatism, and the strongest positive correlation between critical 
thinking and American College Testing Program scores. Again, it is 
important to recognize that the differences between the correlations 
are so small (.09 to .18) that it is not practical to use them as 
the basis for any conclusions.
Summc.rv of Chanter IV
This chapter has presented the findings of the study and 
examined each of the major and supplementary hypotheses. In addi­
tion, the findings have been sumarized and a discussion of the 
results presented.
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CHAPTER V
SWÎMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
aummarv
Summary of the Problem
A review of several goal statements for education, not only 
from secular sources, such as the Nations.! Education .Association's 
Educational Policies Commission's The Central ^urnose of American 
Education (1961), but also from Seventh-day .Adventist sources, such 
as the book. Education, by Ellen G. White (1903), and the official 
Sevcnth-day Adventist church publication. Philosophy and Objectives 
of Seventn-day Adventist Education (1952), suggests that the devel­
opment of critical thinking skills is a widely accepted objective of 
both public and Seventh-day Adventist education.
This study has investigated critical thinking skills in 
Seventh—day Adventist college freshmen, comparing those found in 
graduates of three types of secondary school: Seventh-day Adventist
boarding academies. Seventh—day Adventist day academies, and public 
high schools.
Since earlier research has shown that critical thinking is 
positively associated with intelligence and negatively associated 
with dogmatism, both intelligence and dogmatism have also been ex­
amined as variables in the present study.
76
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Twenty-Cwo hypotheses were set forth. Four major hypotheses 
compared critical thinking skills among the three groups studied. 
Eighteen supplementary hypotheses dealt with other variables: four
with comparisons of dogmatism, four with comparisons of intelligence, 
five with relationships between critical thinking and dogmatism, and 
five with relationships between critical thinking and intelligence.
Summary of the Methodology
The population for the study consisted of all Seventh-day 
Adventists who attended one of three types of secondary school for 
at least three years, graduated from secondary school in 1977, and 
enrolled in any of three Seventh-day Adventist institutions of 
higher learning for the fall term, 1977. The three types of secon­
dary schools were: Seventh-day Adventist boarding academy. Seventh-
day Adventist day academy, and public high school. The three insti­
tutions of higher learning were Andrews University, Berrien Springs, 
Michigan; Southern Missionary College, Collegedale, Tennessee; and 
Union College, Lincoln, Nebraska. A stratified random sample of 312 
subjects was selected for participation in the study. Two hundred 
and seven of these subjects actually completed the research instru­
ments required for inclusion in the study.
The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, revised edi­
tion, Form YM, was used to measure critical thinking skills. The 
Dogmatism Scale, Form 0 (Rokeach, 1956), was administered to each 
participant in the study to measure dogmatism. American College 
Testing Program scores were used as an index of intelligence. Since 
no studies were found correlating .American College Testing Program
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scores with intelligence, a study was done using data available in 
the files of the Andrews University Counseling and Testing Center.
On the basis of these findings, it was decided to accept American 
College Testing Program scores as an adequate index of intelligence 
for the present study.
Data were collected during the first quarter of the 1977-78 
school year. Dogmatism scales were sent to the subjects by mail. 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisals were administered in 
group testing sessions on each campus. American College Testing 
Program scores were obtained from school records.
Data were analyzed at the Andrews University Computing Cen­
ter. The Mann-vJliitney U test was used for between— group comparisons 
of critical thinking skills, dogmatism, and intelligence. The 
Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient (tau) was used to test rela­
tionships between the variables.
Summary of the Findings 
None of the between-group comparisons of critical thinking 
appraisal scores were statistically significant. Close exnmanation 
of the data shows, however, that boarding graduates obtained the 
highest mean score, followed by day academy graduates and public 
high school graduates, in that order. Comparisons between all 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist academies (both day and boarding) 
and Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public high schools yielded 
differences with an associated probability of .11. Comparisons be­
tween Seventh—day Adventist boarding academy graduates and
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Seventh—day Adventist public high school graduates yielded differ­
ences with an associated probability of .10.
Comparisons of dogmatism scores also failed to yield any 
statistically significant differences. Graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies earned the highest mean dogmatism 
score, followed by Seventh—day Adventist graduates of public high 
schools and graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies, in 
that order. (High scores indicate high dogmatism.) Probabilities 
associated with these comparisons range from .99 (for comparisons 
between Seventh-day Adventist graduates of both types of Seventh—day 
Adventist academies and Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public 
high schools) to .15 (for comparisons between Seventh-day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies).
Ho statistically significant between-group differences in 
American College Testing Program scores were found. Seventh—day 
Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies ob­
tained the highest mean score, followed by Seventh-day Adventist 
graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies, and Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of public high schools, in that order. Prob­
abilities associated with these comparisons range from .74 (for 
Seventh—day Adventist graduates of Seventh—day Adventist boarding 
academies compared with Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh- 
day Adventist day academies) to .06 (for comparisons between 
Seventh—day Adventist graduates of both types of Seventh—day Adven­
tist academies and Seventh-day Adventist public high school
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graduates). Comparisons between Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies and Seventh—day Adventist 
graduates of public high schools carried an associated probability 
of .08, while comparisons between Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies and Seventh-day Adventist grad­
uates of public high schools carried an associated probability of 
.12,
Analysis of relationships between critical thinking scores 
and dogmatism scores yielded statistically significant negative 
correlations for two of the three groups tested: Seventh-day
Adventist graduates of public high schools (tau = -.19, significant 
at the .01 level) and Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist day academies (tau = -.17, significant at the .05 level). 
The correlation for Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies was -.01, with an associated probability 
of .46.
Correlations between critical thinking scores and American 
College Testing Program scores yielded positive results, significant 
at the .001 level. Correlations range from .52 for Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies to .61 
for Seventh-day Adventist graduates of public high schools.
Conclusions
The findings of this study suggest several conclusions.
They are presented below.
1. The results of the present study corroborate Quinn's 
findings regarding the negative relationship between critical
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thinking and dogmatism. If the finding from this study relative to 
correlation between dogmatism and critical thinking for boarding 
academy graduates is disregarded on the grounds of its associated 
probability of .44, then the correlations of -.19 (significant at 
the .01 level) for Seventh—day Adventist public high school gradu­
ates, and -.17 (significant at the .05 level) for Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies remain. 
These values are very similar to Quinn's value of -.25, significant 
at the .01 level. Thus, the present study suggests that relation­
ships between dogmatism and critical thinking for Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies and pub­
lic high schools arc very similar to chose found by Quinn for his 
total sample, which consisted cf parochial school Catholics, and 
public school Catholics, Protestants, and Jews.
2. The results of the present study corroborate Quinn's 
findings regarding the positive relationship between intelligence 
and critical thinking. The correlations of .52 for Seventh—day 
Adventist day academy graduates, .54 for Seventh-day Adventist 
boarding academy graduates and .61 for Seventh-day Adventist grad­
uates of public high schools are all significant at the .001 level. 
These correlations are very similar to Quinn's value of .52, signi­
ficant at the .01 level. Thus, the present study suggests that re­
lationships between critical thinking and intelligence (measured in 
this study by American College Testing Program scores) are very 
similar for Seventh—day Adventist graduates of all three types of 
secondary schools studied to those found by Quinn (using I.O. scores
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as a measure of intelligence) for his total sample, which consisted 
of parochial school Catholics, and public school Catholics, Jews, 
and Protestants.
3. For the students sampled in the present study, some dif­
ferences do emerge. There arc, however, three factors which must be 
considered in evaluating these differences. First, none of the dif­
ferences are statistically significant. Second, the differences are 
so slight that they are of no practical significance. Third, due to 
problems in subject participation there is no way to evaluate the 
randomness of the sample. It is thus obvious that the study has 
yielded no conclusive evidence regarding any of the variables ex­
amined. It remains for further research to explore these questions 
more fully.
Observations Relative to the Present Data
In the absence of statistically significant results, the re­
searcher is left with two choices. On one hand it is possible to 
contend that for the variables studied, there are, indeed, no sig­
nificant differences in the population. The other alternative is 
to suspend judgment pending further research into the question 
(Hays, 1973).
The percentage of subjects participating in this study (66 
percent) limits the potential for inferring from the present data 
to the population from which the sample was drawn. Furthermore, the 
percentages of subjects participating from each type of secondary 
school vary. Whereas 60 percent of day academy graduates selected 
for the sample actually participated in the study, 67 percent of
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boarding ncndcmy graduates participated and 71 percent of public 
school graduates participated.
The primary variable examined in this studv was critical 
chinking. Presumably sc'me type of thinking entered into the auii- 
jects' ciicicc either to participate or not aarticinate in the studv. 
If, for example, it could he determined tha.L tin' nonpar t i c i p;; c i n g 
sub tccts ’••ere thos-a most s k i ’ led in criticrai tiiinking, it is - on- 
ceivable that tiie add it ic.n ■'>: their scores to tire ciata pool might
alter the resuii:s so that significant differences voulu emer-.-.e in 
favor of Seventi'.-do.v Adventist cduccticr.. Similarly, if it could 
be date-mined that tiie n c v m - t  ic ipat i n:; .nh-ictts -vcre those least 
skilled in critical Chinking, th.-j opposite eff._ct might ’ve ' 1 occur. 
It is tir.is i-'i)Ossible to predict ■.•'nat cffo.-t the stores of the non- 
part ic ipat ing subjects '.vC'iild a, ce on t ho iircctian of the d/iCa. it 
has, ther-a f .Tc , been determined 'hat : h :• prudent dec i s ion relative 
to these data is to snsoen'i midgnenc .•ending •'urtiior researeii.
so m e ch’ s c r  i : ' t  i v e  s t a t e m e n t s  r e i a t i v r  t o  t h e  s a m p l e  •' r o m  v i i o m  
d a t a  '..’ e r e  : o I l e e t e d  a r e  -.c-i r r a n t - t - d  . h. s.- a r c  p r  t  s e n t  e , i' b e l e . v .
i. I'e.r the subjects studied, tin findings c: 'his .. tucv 
suggesL t n . i t  .ii'ventfi-dav .'dventist bi’ -rding icadeoies and/iu- 
Sevcnt’i-'.iav .\dvent 1st d.!v .ic.idenies ar'U nofther mor-t nor less sur- 
ceusful in developing critical thinking skill.s in cevcn th-d.rv 
Adventist stnd-rnt.s than are puiilic hfei; s cho ol s.
T h e  d . i t a  o b t a  i n e d  i n  t h i s  . s t u d v  d o  n o t  ’.’ i c i  i  a n y  p r a  c  t  i  c a 1 
d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  c r i t i c a l  c h i n k i n g ,  s k i l l s  .am ong ’t e 'y e n th - u ’ .T.’ 
A d v e n t i s t  g r a d u a  t e n  o f  S e v e n t  h - d a y  A d v e n t i s t  b o a r d i n g  a c a d e m i e s .
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Seventh-day Adventist day academies and public high schools. They 
do not support any allegations about the quality of Seventh-day 
Adventist education being either inferior or superior to that ob­
tained by Seventh—day Adventist students in the public school 
system.
2. For the subjects studied, the findings of this study 
suggest that Seventh-day Adventist boarding academies are neither 
more nor less successful in developing critical thinking skills in 
Seventh-day Adventist students than are Seventh—day Adventist day 
academies.
There is no indication in the data obtained from this study 
that there are any practical differences between critical thinking 
skills found among Seventh-day Adventist graduates of Seventh-day 
Adventist boarding academies and Seventh-day Adventist day acade­
mies .
3. For the subjects studied, the findings suggest that 
Sevcnth-day Adventist graduates of public high schools are neither 
more nor less dogmatic than Seventh-day Adventist graduates of 
Seventh-day Adventist day academies and/or Seventh-day Adventist 
boarding academies.
The data obtained in this study neither support nor dis­
credit any allegation that Seventh—day Adventist boarding academies 
and/or Seventh-day Adventist day academies engender dogmatism in 
Seventh-day Adventist students to any different degree than do pub­
lic high schools.
4. For the subjects studied, the findings suggest that
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S e v e n : :h -d , i v  A d v e n c i s t  g ra d - . i n te s  o f  S o v c n c h - d a v  A d v e n t i s t  l i o n r d  i n z  
a c a d e m i c s  a r c  n e i t h e r  more  n o r  l e s s  d o g m a t i c  t h a n  S c v c m t h - d a y  
A d v e n t i s t  g r a d u a t e s  o f  S e v e n t l i - d a v  , ' d v j r . t i s t  day  a c a d e m i e s .
The  d a t a  o b t / i i n e d  i n  t h i s  s t n d v  n e i t h e r  s u p p o r t  no-r d i s c r e ­
d i t  an y  a l l e g a t i o n  t h a t  S e v e n t h - d a y  A d v e n t i s t  h o a r d i n g  a c a d e r . i e s  
e n t e n d e : '  doy m at  ism in  s t u d e n t s  t o  anv  d i f f e r e n t  d e g r e e  t h a n  do 
S e v e n t t i - d a - y  A d v e n t i s t  d^i;' a c a d e m i c s .
5. F o r  t h e  s u h j e c t s  s t u d i e d ,  the  f i n d i n u . s  s u g g e s t  t h a t  
Seve n t h - d a y  A d v e n t i s t  g r a d u a t e s  o f  Seven t 'a. -dav .\d v e n t  1 s t  h o a r d  i ny  
a c a d e m i e s  a n d / o r  d a y  a c a d e m i e s  o b t a i n  n e i t h e r  i - . ig i ior  n o r  Lower  
s c o r e s  on t h e  ' . m e r ic . in  C o l l e g e  T e s t i n g  i r o g r a m  t-.s-.ts t h a n  t i i o s e  
or) tai .n ' ' f j  j y  S e v e n t h —day A d v e n t i s t  y r . ' .d ua te s  o f  n u - j l i c  h i :-i s c h o o  i s ,
The d a t a  o b t a  i n e d  i a tr. is  z.tnd n ^ i t ' i e ;  s u n . o r e  - r  d i i -  
c r e c i i t  .my a l l e g a t i o n  t i i .at  t ! ,e  gun l i t "  o f  e d u c a t i o n  r e c e i v e d  ' n 
S e v c n t h - d a y  A d v e n t ' . : t  s c h o o l -  i s  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  - i  a t  - b t a i r " . :  in  
p u b l i c  a i g h  -s c r ioc ls .
6 .  F o r  t i ie  . s u b j e c t -  s t u d i e d ,  t h e  f i n d i n g s  s u g g e s t  t n a t  
S e v c a t h - d a ; -  A d v e n t i s t  g r a d u a t e s  o f  S e v c n t h - d a y  A d v e n t i s t  - ' o . i r d i n g  
a c a d f  .mitos edit t f i i  n e i t h e r  h i g h e r  n o r  Icv.-er s c o r e s  on t l i e  A m e r i c a n  
C o l l e g e  T e s t i n g  P r o g r a m  t e s t s  cii.an ti io.se o b t a i n e d  h v Se'.'oa t li—d a "  
. A d v e n t i s t  g r a d u â t --s o f  S e v c n t h - d a v  A u v e n t  i s t  da y  . i c a d e m i e s .
The d a t a  o b t a i n e d  in  t h i s  s t u d y  n e i t h e r  s u p p o r t  n o r  d i s ­
c r e d i t  any  . a l l e g a t i o n  t h a t  th.c q u a l i t y  o f  e d u c a t i o n  r e c e i v e d  in  
S c v o n t h - d a v  A d v e n t i s t  h o a r d  in g  a c a d e m i e s  is  d i f f e r e n t  f r om  t h a t  ob ­
t a i n e d  i n  S e v e n ' h - d a v  A d v e n c i s t  d a y  a c a d e m i e s .
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Recommendations for Further Research
The following suggestions for additional research emerge 
from the findings of this study:
1. It is recommended that this study be replicated for the 
purpose of obtaining more generalizable results. Efforts to gain 
subject participation in the present study centered around an appeal 
to the subjects to give of their time to add to the existing body of 
knowledge about Seventh-day Adventist education. An additional in­
centive of immediate reporting of Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal scores was also offered. These procedures did not hold 
sufficient interest for an unfortunately large number of the sub­
jects. In replicating the study, particular attention should be 
given to devising some type of reward system which would insure 
participation by a much larger number of subjects. Financial remun­
eration mav be one way to accomplish this.
2. A study of the relationship between dogmatism and cri­
tical thinking in Seventh-day Adventist boarding academy students 
would be helpful. The data obtained in the present study raise a 
question regarding the possibility that, for Seventh-day Adventist 
boarding academy students, dogmatism may not be as strongJy nega­
tively related to critical thinking as for other groups. A thor­
ough study of a random sample of Seventh—day Adventist boarding 
academy students in the United States would provide further evidence 
regarding this question.
3. Although the correlations between Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal scores and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale scores obtained
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in the present study do not provide any conclusive evidence regard­
ing the relationship between these two variables for Seventh-day 
Adventists, they do raise the possibility that dogmatism in 
Seventh-day Adventists may be somewhat different than in other pop­
ulations. It would, therefore, be helpful to study the nature of 
dogmatism in Seventh-day Adventists. Such a study might include 
measuring dogmatism in a Seventh—day Adventist population and a con­
trol group of non-Seventh—day Adventists, and then conducting a 
factor analysis of the data obtained for the two groups to see if 
different factors emerge as prominent for each group.
4. The data from the present study have raised a question 
regarding the relationship between critical thinking and dogmatism 
for Seventh-day Adventists. There is also the possibility that re­
lationships between dogmatism and other variables may be different 
for Seventh-day Adventists than for other groups. It would, there­
fore, be of interest to study relationships between dogmatism and 
other variables in a Seventh—day Advencist population.
5. One might also ask if there is something about Seventh- 
day Adventism which tends to engender dogmatism in its adherents. 
This suggests the possibility of a study of how the dogmatism scale 
relates to traditional Seventh-day Adventist beliefs. Such a study 
would, of necessity, include a definition of traditional Seventh-day 
Adventist beliefs relative to items on the dogmatism scale. For 
example, the dogmatism scale might be administered to a group of 
Seventh-day Adventist church leaders in order to obtain a normative 
body of data for traditional Seventh-day Adventist beliefs. It
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would also be of interest to ask such a group to indicate which 
items on the scale deal with religious beliefs and which items (if 
any) might be considered to be free from religious connotations.
6. Critical thinking skills and dogmatism of Seventh-day 
Adventist parents and teachers should be studied. Such a study 
would provide information about the kind of modeling which Seventh- 
day Adventist youth experience at home and at school. These data 
could also serve as a basis for exploring the relationship between 
student dogmatism and critical thinking and parent/teacher dogmatism 
and critical thinking,
7. A study of affective variables operating in Seventh-day 
Adventist graduates of Seventh-day Adventist day academies. Seventh- 
day Adventist boarding academies and public high schools would pro­
vide valuable insight into how this dimension of the school exoer- 
ience might be influencing educational outcomes. Variables relating 
to self-concept would be of particular interest since the values 
taught by the Seventh-day Adventist church tend to separate the stu­
dent socially from his/her peers in the public school setting.
8. While earlier research (Quinn, 1963) suggests that dif­
ferences in the type of secondary school attended are associated 
with differences in the level of critical thinking skills developed 
in students, the results of the present study do not show any signi­
ficant differences in critical thinking associated with differences 
in type of secondary school attended. It would be of interest to 
study critical thinking in Seventh-day Adventists, examining a wide 
range of variables in order to see which variable(s) would emerge as
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associated with differences in critical thinking skills. Possible 
variables to be examined in such a study might include: sex, socio­
economic status, personality factors, urban vs. rural home environ­
ment, type of elementary school attended, occupation of parents, 
presence or absence of affiliation with a large Seventh-day Adven­
tist community, etc.
9. Examination of the dogmatism scale suggests that several 
items (such as those dealing with devotion to a cause) place a nega­
tive connotation on values prized by conservative Christians such as 
Seventh—day Adventists. It would be of interest to conduct a factor 
analysis study of the various items on the dogmatism scale and 
several variables found to correlate with dogmatism in order to see 
which factors correlate with dogmatism and how the individual items 
load on each factor. A follow-up of such a study might be the devel­
opment of a dogmatism scale which would not place a negative evalua­
tion upon conservative Christian beliefs.
10. The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal purports 
to measure critical thinking through use of material similar to thaf 
which the average citizen encounters in everyday life. It would be 
of interest to construct an instrument using more sophisticated 
material and concepts to measure critical thinking. Such an instru­
ment could be of value in measuring educational outcomes at post­
secondary levels and possibly also in predicting success in graduate 
study.
Summary of Chapter V 
Chapter V has summarized the problem, the methodology and
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findings of n stiidv of critical thinkinç skills in three groups of 
Seventh-day Adventist vontii. Several conclusions have been o u t ­
lined. Suggestions for furtiier research have a Iso been presented.
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PLEASE FILL IN THIS CAKD AND LEAVE IT AT THE FINAL CHECK OUT STATION 
Name ___________________________________  Religious Affiliation: SDA Other
Local Address Year of Graduation from high school/academy 
Sex: Female Male
Local Phone
Please indicate by checking the appropriate space tlie type of school you attended for each of 
the following grades. If you changed from one type of school to another during a school year 
(e.g. from a day academy to a boarding academy, or from public day school to either type of 
academy or vice versa) please check "Combination".
SDA Boarding
Academy SDA PubIic
Village Day Day Day
Grade Student Student Academy Sclioo 1 Combination Other C X >1 N N N
0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2
10 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
11 5 5 5
6 6 6
12 7 7 7
8 8 8
9 9 9
Do Not Write in This 
Space to
.vppe:toix b
CORRESPONDENCE VITH SUBJECTS AT ANDREIVS UNIVERS II
Initial Letter
Return/Appointment Envelope
Reminder to Resocnding Subjects
Eirst Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
Reminder to Subjects Nho Missed Test
Second Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
Third Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
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Andrews University Berrien Springs, Michigan 49104 (616)471-7771
November 1, 1977
Your thinking is important to me! I am conducting a study of the 
thinking of Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen. In order to 
carry out this study I have carefully selected a random sample of 
freshmen in three Seventh-dav Adventist colleges. You have been 
chosen to be a member of this random sample. This means chat you 
are important to my study.
There are two things I will ask you to do as part of the study.
The first is to fill out the enclosed questionnaire according to 
the instructions it contains. When you have completed the question­
naire, please place it in the enclosed envelope and seal the en­
velope. Secondly, I will need to have you take a special test 
which I will be administering at Andrews during the week of Novem­
ber 20. You will notice chat the front of the envelope lists 
several times when the test will be given. The test is not timed 
and most students will finish in approximately 50 minutes; however, 
we have set aside two hours for each testing period in order to give 
everyone ample time to finish. Please select the time which is best 
for you and check the appropriate space. Print your name clear'y at 
the bottom of the envelope and then turn the envelope in to the 
Counseling Center (Ed 123) by Monday, November 14.
kliy should you participate in this study? Ve believe the findings 
will be helpful in evaluating Seventh-dav Adventist education. By 
participating you will make a significant contribution to this 
evaluation process. I also want you to be able to have some imme­
diate, personal benefit from the study. For this reason, I am plan­
ning to do on the spot scoring of the test you take in the Gold Room. 
It takes approximately 60 seconds to score each test. If you wish to 
receive an immediate report of your score vou will be able to do so 
within a few minutes after turning the test in to me. I hope you 
will find tills not only interesting hut helpful.
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Tliere is ont- fii-.al item I woaK! like to c l a r i f v  for voi!. T'u.' q u e s ­
tionnaire ti'r vour n r m o . I v/i ' L al .o iio askin;'', "ou tu ont ■•our
na;nir on the t e  oj -.-ou take 1, t ̂  r . Tii : s is tioue 
pose o f c-ii.-'!-) 1 iiu’. "s to put toq.-tlojr a* I t h-' J.iC 
subioct. four -nsvors vli! be uso,; strii t 1 -or rt's-e.rch Purposes. 
Y our idet'.rif.' i I L not be* u i u-i os-.-i' in Lire studv. ,/e uavo u ro\- i dc.i 
the enve i opes r ••.■ur ur.e in -et urn i np  the in it i ai q nos t : onn.! • rt’ 
order to i;ua re iitt I.: .a m  een : i  ■ ioirt ia I  : t .
I  w a n t  - o  r i i a u k  v o u  ' n u i v ' - . neo  ' ' o r  " o a r  - e i ' l i u o ' m .  nn  r t  ■ r  ; ■  t ..
t h e  s t u d v .  l i  v o u  h a v e  u v m s t i o u v .  f r o - -  t o  p e t  i n  i . v u -
with r..c-.
Sine.erel'v > urs.
ifliuabetri 'i. .fL'Iiins, D i r e ' ^ o r
Frcsi.r.ui u^.a t i o ’- / A e  t i / : t ^ n
P. S. H e r e  : ; a o r  io:' s u r v  -i eii -t i nin a s e i n r ,  -,'u t n
i. ''il 1 o u t  trie e n c o i s i d  ■ u; -s - ; or,.,: f r c  ••n-i it ' r, tiai
n n v t L .  .pu .-,ddr--;.-,e' o tie.
J. S c le. t .1 ti:-vt f ■- 'vout te., t' inu :-;ioek ' h a :  tiir.e ' ,u t h e
frov.r if t h e  a o v  t e n . ,  in -.aieii vuvt ^rn-'e n l n e e e  ■ ir
n ”.< - v i o n n n i r o .  -f - -u.'e t.. . ■ r ' •, -  o u r  o ’ e • r ’ ■ m
■-U-. . '.r-v, i.ini-.
3. T a k e  t h e  e n v e A ' p e  to t o o  iiu,nis,-l :.iz 'irriter ( n e  ! 1 'iat' i f ’’)
a. (lorrr t o  tiui vie : r d,‘' i "o i, : f. , -  :'or L e r r i m :  it t h e  titte
v o u  ii.i'/e of’iect- 1 r, riie - o ’t . ' t 'r:.o e n v t i . m o .
T h a n k s  r n n f n  f o r  u. mr rri p.
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There's no way I can get mine done without your help. A few days 
ago I sent you a letter requesting your participation in a study 
of freshman thinking. We haven't heard a word from you. Please 
fill out the questionnaire, select a time for your test and turn 
in your questionnaire to my office in the Counseling Center in 
Bell Hall as soon as possible. If you have mislaid your materials 
you can pick up another set from the Counseling Center.
vO
00
Thanks so much for your help, 
in a few days.




























You were scheduled to take the test for the
Monday, November 21
today at_ We missed you. In order to have an acceptable
statistical base I need YOU to participate. If you do not come you 
will weaken the entire study. Please come to the Gold Room In Meier 
Hall at one of the times listed below and take the test. You should 
be finished in about an hour. Thanks for your help.
Monday, 11/21 
8:30 a.m., 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m.,
12:30 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. 






YOU are really important to the study of Freshman Thinking 
which I am currently conducting. The results of the study will be 
meaningful only if all members of the carefullv selected random 
sample participate. This means that if you do not participate you 
will weaken the entire study. Please come to the Meier Hall Gold 
Room at one of the times listed below and take the test. If possible, 
bring with you the completed questionnaire which you received earlier. 
If you have lost the questionnaire please come anway. I will have 
additional copies available at the time of the test.
You should be able to complete the test in about an hour.
If you really can't make it to any of the testing sessions listed 
below, please call my office (ext. 3470) and set up an appointment to 
take the test later.
Thanks so much for your help. If you have any questions, 




Sunday, 11/20 - 8:00 p.m.
Monday, 11/21 - 8:30 a.m., 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m., 3:00 p.m., 9:00 p.m.
ALL TESTING Will. BE DONE IN THE MEIER HALL GOLD ROOM.
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APPE.IDIX C
CORRKSPCiXDENCE WITH SUBJECTS AT SOUTHERN 
MISSIONARY COLLEGE
Introductory Lector From c!ie President
Initial Letter
Return/Appointment Envelope
Reminder to Responding Subjects
First Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
Reminder to Subjects IHio Missed Test
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Office of Che President
Dear Friend:
A study of critical thinking among freshmen in Seventh-day 
Adventist colleges is currently being conducted by Mrs. Beth 
Wilkins, who is Director of Freshman Education at Andrews 
University. A random sample of Freshmen from Southern 
Missionary College will be included in the study. You have 
been selected to be a member of che random sample.
I would like to encourage you to cooperate with Mrs. Wilkins 
in this study. Your participation is important to an 
increased understanding of Seventh-day Adventist education.
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 Berrien Springs, Michigan 49104 (616) 471-7771
Your thinking is important to me! I am conducting a study of the 
thinking of Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen. In order to 
carry out this study I have carefully selected a random sample of 
freshmen in three Seventh-day Adventist colleges. You have been 
chosen to be a member of this random sample. This means that you 
are important to my study.
There are two things I will ask you to do as part of the study. The 
first is to fill out the enclosed questionnaire according to the 
instructions it contains. When you have completed the questionnaire, 
please place it in the enclosed envelope and seal the envelope. 
Secondly, I will need to have you take a special test which I will 
be administering at SMC during the week of November 7. You will 
notice that che back of the envelope lists several times when the 
test will be given. The test is not timed and most students will 
finish in approximately 50 minutes; however, we have set aside two 
hours for each testing period in order to give everyone ample time 
to finish. Please select the time which is best for you and check 
the appropriate space. Print your name clearly at the bottom of the 
envelope and then turn the envelope in to Elder Kenneth Spears' 
office by Wednesday, November 2. Elder Spears is serving as liaison 
person for students at Southern Missionary College
Why should you participate in this study? We believe the findings 
will be helpful in evaluating Seventh-day Adventist education. By 
participating you will make a significant contribution to this 
evaluation process. I also want you to be able to have some imme­
diate, personal benefit from the study. For this reason, I am plan­
ning to do on the spot scoring of the test you take while I am at 
SMC. It takes approximately 60 seconds to score each test. If you 
wish to receive an immediate report of your score you will be able 
to do so within a few minutes after Cuming the test in to me. I 
hope you will find this not only interesting but helpful.
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2,
There is one final item I would like to clarify for you. The ques­
tionnaire asks for your name. I will also be asking you to put your 
name on the test you take later. This is done solely for the pur­
pose of enabling us to put together all the data for each individual 
subject. Your answers will be used strictly for research purposes. 
Your identity will not be disclosed in the study. We have provided 
the envelopes for your use in returning the initial questionnaire in 
order to guarantee you confidentiality. They will remain sealed 
until I arrive to administer the second test. No one on the staff 
of SMC will see the contents of the envelopes.
I want to thank you in advance for your willingness to participate 
in the study. If you have questions, you may either direct them to 
Elder Spears or I will be happy to talk with you personally when I 
visit your campus.
Sincerely yours.
Elizabeth M. Wilkins, Director 
Freshman Education/Activities
P.S. Here is a brief summary of what I am asking you to do;
1. Fill out the enclosed questionnaire and seal it in che
envelope addressed to Elder Spears.
2. Select a time for your test and check that time on the
front of the envelope in which you have placed your 
questionnaire. Be sure to print your name clearly on 
the envelope.
3. Take the envelope to Elder Spears' office in Wright Hall.
4. Come to the Banquet Room for testing at the time you have 
selected on the back of the envelope.
Thanks again for helping. I will look forward to meeting
you while I am at SMC.























Please select one of the times listed below to take 
the test for the Freshman Thinking Study;
Thursday, November 10. 8:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 10. 10:00 a.m
Thursday, November 10, 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 10, 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 10, 7:00 p.m.
Your Name:
(Please Print Clearly)



























Director of Admissions & Records
Wright Hall

























We have a date to meet for a test on
Thursday, November 10, at
in the Banquet Room in the Cafeteria,
I will look forward to seeing you then. 





















Having trouble getting your homework done?
There's no way I can get mine done without your help, A few days
ago I sent you a letter requesting your participation in a study
of freshman thinking. We haven't heard a word from you. Please 
fill out the questionnaire, select a time for your test and turn 
in your questionnaire to Elder Spears' office as soon as possible. 
If you have mislaid your materials you can pick up another set 
from Elder Spears' office.
o00
Thanks so much for your help, 
you in a few days.



































You were scheduled to take the test for the Freshman Thinking
Study today at ________ , We missed you. In order to have an acceptable
statistical base, I need YOU to participate. If you do not come you 
will weaken the entire study. Please come to the Banquet Room In the 
Cafeteria at one of the times listed below and take the test. You 
should be finished In about an hour. Thanks for your help.
Thursday, 11/10
9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m., 
4:00 p.m., 5:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m.
oVO
APPENDIX D
CORRESPONDENCE WITH SUBJECTS AT UNION COLLEGE
Introductory Letter from the President
Initial Letter
Return/Appointment Envelope
Reminder to Responding Subjects
First Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
Second Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
Third Reminder to Nonresponding Subjects
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UNION COLLEGE
LINCOLN. NE 68506 (402) 483-2331
Dear Student Friend:
An important study of critical thinking among freshmen in 
Seventh-day Adventist Col 1eges is currently being concocted 
by Mrs. Beth Wilkins, who is Director of Fresnran Education 
at Andrews University. A random sample of freshmen from 
Union College will be included in this study. You have been 
selected as one of f-e persons to be a member of this sample.
I wish to encourage you to cooperate with Mrs. Wilkins in this
study which she is making, (our participation 
important to an increased understanding o 
education.
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ü ü
Andrews University Berrien Springs, Michigan 49104 (616) 471-7771
Your chinking is important to me I I am conducting a study of the 
Chinking of Seventh-day Adventist college freshmen. In order to 
carry out this study I have carefully selected a random sample of 
freshmen in three Seventh—day Adventist colleges. You have been 
chosen to be a member of this random sample. This means that you 
are important to my study.
There are two things I will ask you to do as part of the study. The 
first is to fill out the enclosed questionnaire according to the 
instructions it contains, l̂ hen you have completed the questionnaire, 
please place it in the enclosed envelope and seal the envelope. 
Secondly, I will need to have you take a special test which I will 
be administering at Union College during the wekk of November 7.
You will notice that the back of the envelope lists several times 
when the test will be given. The test is not timed and most stu­
dents will finish in approximately 50 minutes; however, we have set 
aside two hours for each testing period in order to give everyone 
ample time to finish. Please select the time which is best for you 
and check the appropriate space. Print your name clearly at the 
bottom of the envelope and then turn the envelope in to the Counsel­
ing Center (Ad 515) by Wednesday, November 2. Mr. Wolfgang Struntz 
is serving as liaison person for students at Union College.
Why should you participate in this study? We believe the findings 
will be helpful in evaluating Seventh-day Adventist education. By 
participating you will make a significant contribution to this 
evaluation process. I also want you to be able to have some imme­
diate, personal benefit from the study. For this reason, I am plan­
ning to do on the spot scoring of the test you take while I am at 
Union. It takes approximately 60 seconds to score each test. If 
you wish to receive an immediate report of your score you will be 
able to do so within a few minutes after turning the test in to me.
I hope you will find this not only interesting but helpful.
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There is one final item I would like to clarify for you. The ques­
tionnaire asks for your name. I will also be asking you to put your 
name on the test you take later. This is done solely for the pur­
pose of enabling us to put together all the data for each individual 
subject. Your answers will be used strictly for research purposes. 
Your identity will not be disclosed in the study. We have provided 
the envelopes for your use in returning the initial questionnaire in 
order to guarantee you confidentiality. They will remain sealed 
until I arrive to administer the second test. Mo one on the staff 
of Union College will see the contents of the envelopes.
I want to thank you in advance for your willingness to participate 
in the study. If you have questions, you may either direct them to 
Mr. Struntz or I will be happy to talk with you personally when I 
visit your campus.
Sincerely yours.
Elizabeth M. Wilkins, Director 
Freshman Education/Activities
P.S. Here is a brief summary of what I am asking you to do:
1. Fill out the enclosed questionnaire and seal it in th.e 
envelope addressed to Mr. Struntz.
2. Select a time for your test and check that time on the 
front of the envelope in which vou have placed your 
questionnaire. Be sure to print vour name clearlv on 
the envelope.
3. Take the envelope to Mr. Struntz' office in the Counsel­
ing Center (Ad 515).
4. Come to the Counseling Center for testing at the time 
you have selected on the back of the envelope.
Thanks again for helping. I will look fonv?ard to meeting
you while I am at Union College.






















Please select one of the times listed below to take 
the test for the Freshman Thinking Study;
Monday, November 7> 8:10 a.m.
Monday, November 7. 10:10 a.m.
Monday, November 7. 1:10 p.m.
Monday, November 7. 3:10 p.m.
Monday, November 7, 7:30 p.m.
Your Name:
(Please Print Clearly)





















































J U S T  A F R I E N D L Y  R E M I N D E R
Monday, November 7 at
in the Counseling Center in the Administration 
Building.
I will look forward to seeing you then.

























There’s no way 1 can get mine done without your help. A few days 
ago I sent you a letter requesting your participation in a study 
of freshman thinking. We haven't heard a word from you. Please 
fill out the questionnaire, select a time for your test and turn 
in your questionnaire to Mr. Struntz' office in the Counseling 
Center as soon as possible. Tf you have mislaid your materials 
you can pick up another set from the Counseling Center.
Thanks so much for your help, 
in a few days.
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O  Telephoned S —  Please call back
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Here 1 ori a/'aln bey/'inr you Le corne and particinate in my 
of freshman thinkiny. This is a doctoral dissertation project. In 
order to liave an accentah.le statistical base T need YOU,to particioate. 
Please call ext. 216 and make an anpnintment to come in f'or testiny 
today or this even in,";. Th.anks muc!:.
00
APPENDIX E
REPORT CARD FOR WATSON-GLASER CRITIC.AL 
THINKING APPRAISAL




























N a in e____________________________________
T))e WjUs(ju-(;iastir (IrlLlcal Thinking Appraisal which you have 
just taken tests several important abilities Involved in 
critical lliitiklng about everyday data, statements, arguments
and issues. The percent 11e ranking of your score is______ .
Tills percent 1 le score gives an indication as to where you rank 
in relation to other college freshmen. Vov example, if you 
score at the 7!ith percent I i e this means that 75 percent of
college freshmen tested obtained equal or lower scores than m
you did, while 25 percent of freshmen les ted received higher o
S C O  r e s .
Thank you again ff>r pai L J c 1 pat 1 ng In this study.
Fall, 19// J
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